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Chemistry professor relieved
BY DAVID SHARGEL
News Editor
Amidst allegations of sexual
harrassment by former students,
Visiting Assistant Professor of
Chemistry Eduardo Veliz has been
relieved of his teaching duties and
is now involved with administra-
tive responsibilities. -
"Officially, he's been reas-
signed at the request of the Pro-
vost," said Professor of Chemistry
and department chair John Lutton.
Provost Kate Will however,
who could not confirm any allega-
tions, said, "I cannot supply any
additional information because this
Bank construction continues
BY JAMES RAY
Senior Staff Reporter
The construction of the new
People's Bank of Gambier on
Wiggin Street will proceed as
scheduled, as long as it doesn't
rain. Bank official Margaret
Kunkel gave June as the date for
the building's completion, but
added that much of that will de-
pend on the weather. "We don't
think it will be done by then, but
that's the date the builders have
given us."
Inclement precipitation and
temperatures made construction
difficult in the early stages of the
project. In order to dry the ceiling
at one point, the construction crew
had to utilize internal heating
while covering the outside of the
building with insulative wrap. Be-
cause the wrapping allowed little
ventilation, there was an accumu-
lation of sawdust which necess-
itated the cutting of windows
through the insulation. Kunkel is
more confident about the speed of
the process now that the frame is
in place, and said that the construc-
tion company told her that such
projects build momentum as they
progress.
The bank had hired P.E.I, a
Friday: Chance of rain or snow. Sunday: Partly cloudy. L 20-2- 5,
L 30s, H 35-4- 0 H 30-3- 5
Saturday: Chance of showers. Monday: Chance of rain. Low 20;
L 20s, H 30s. H 30s
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Eduardo Veliz
is a confidential personnel matter."
Before winter break, some fe-
male students in Veliz's organic
chemistry laboratory course last
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Workers likes these are aiming for an
Cincinatti. The company has over-
seen such past enterprises as the
remodeling of the Cooper Energy
Service Credit Union building on
West Chestnut Street, as well as the
construction of a new facility for
OPED:
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semester brought concerns involv-
ing his classroom conduct to
Wendy Hess, the college's equal
opportunity officer and
ombudsperson, said a student who
preferred to remain anonymous.
"Most anyone in the class-
room would say that he flirted non-
stop," said the student. She said
that students were afraid to go to
his office hours and she "was afraid
to go anywhere near him."
When Veliz was asked to ex-
plain why he had been reassigned,
he laughed and said, "I don't think
I'm allowed to explain, it's a little
complicated."
When told what some stu- -
V
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early summer completion.
the same non-prof- it organization
on Yeager Road. The latter alone
was a $3 to 4 million project,
Kunkel said. Construction did not
start as promptly as most expected,
however, since P.E.I, had trouble
hiring out its work to local con-
tractors. "A lot of the local crafts-
men and workers are tied up with
other things right now," Kunkel
explained.
A motel is being built on
see BANK page two
' Sister Helen Prejean alive and
WALKING. P. 8
of teaching duties
dents had said about his coriduct
in Kenyon's academic setting,
Veliz said that his actions jwere
misunderstood. j
"The way you project yourself
can be misread by other people,"
said Veliz.
"People from different cul-
tures behave differently,"' said
Veliz, who is a native Panamanian.
"You come to live in American
culture and are stereotyped by
people. We understand other
people's point of view, and while
we cannot neglect what people
think, we cannot stop being our-
selves."
Whether his actions were or
Departments
IPHS, English face
BY KRISTEN FILIPIC
Editor in Chief
While the Integrated Pro
gram of Humane Studies (IPHS)
s restructuring after Associate
Professor of English Timothy
Shutt takes on administrative
duties, the English department is
preparing to replace John Crowe
Ransom Professor of English
Ron Sharp who will not be teach
ing while serving as Associate
Provost from July 1 , 1998 to July
1,2001.
Shutt was named Faculty
Assistant to the President and
Provost, effective this semester.
He continues to teach his English
class on the Divine Comedy but
is no longer teaching in IPHS.
"Tim is deeply missed in
IPHS, yet all of us support him
in his service to the committee,"
said Associate Professor of IPHS
Michael Brint, the program's di-
rector. "He feels a sort of obliga-
tion to give back to the commu-
nity through this kind of service."
Brint is teaching all of the
seminars for the introductory
IPHS course, which enrolls 63
students. Two new tutorial lead-
ers were hired. Chris Sullivan,
whom Brint describes as having
"a firm background in writing
and journalism" and John
Pepple, who is a classical phi-
losopher, will be grading student
papers.
In addition, Aaron Webber
Professor Gunderson's art
show opens in Olin. P. 1 1
were not simple misinterpreta-
tions, students did express con-
cerns to the college. One student
said that she felt her allegations
went unheeded when she and two
others approached college officials
about Veliz.
"I feel like they told me basi-
cally, 'Let's not worry about it,'"
she said. "And then we came back
from break and he was gone."
Hess however, stressed that
"all students are treated seriousjy
by this college. They are never not
taken into account."
President Oden was unavail-
able for comment concerning this
issue.
restructure
faculty changes
'I want to give stu-
dents as much atten-
tion as possible in
the development of
certain skills.'
Michael Brint
'97 and seniors Bryan Doerries
Chandra Bhimull and Jefferson
Barlew will be helping students
with their papers in an ungraded
capacity before they are pre-
sented to Pepple or Sullivan.
Brint said that rumors that
Webber will be grading student
work are completely unfounded.
"I want to give students as
much attention as possible in the
development of certain skills,"
Brint said, and compared this
system of teaching assistants to
the operation of the Writing Cen-
ter.
Shutt will continue to teach
one class each semester in the
English department. Sharp con-
tinues to teach a full courseload
this semester.
"We're currently involved in
a search for three new faculty
members," English Department
Chair Kim McMullen said.
While these searches were under
way before the announcement of
Sharp's new position, the focus
of the searches now includes
finding someone to cover
see SHUTT page two
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100 Senior stresses giving back to Kenyon
Program educates graduating seniors about the importance of
BY CHARLOTTE BALES
Staff Reporter
100 Senior, a program
dedicated to educating graduating
seniors about the importance of
giving back to Kenyon, officially
got underway last Wednesday with
the annual Kick Off Event.
This event, which provided
100 Senior Committee members
with the opportunity to explain to
their classmates how the program
works during a pizza dinner from
the pub, "went really well" com-
mented Jeff Barlew '98, Commit-
tee member. "Everyone seemed
Bank: Progressing
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Route 36, while 300 to 400 houses
are being developed on Yauger
Road. This is a major operation,
according to Kunkef, who said that
some landscaping is being under-
taken, while many of these houses
are being situated in choice loca-
tions such as around small ponds.
"This is all being done by Jerry
Baker, a man from Wooster, Ohio,"
she said. Such high development
projects have compelled P.E.I, to
look back to Cincinatti for contrac-
tors.
On the non-buildi- ng aspect of
the project, plans have been pro-
ceeding smoothly. "Once we got
approval from the historical soci-
ety and the FDIC, it was all go,"
Kunkel said. She refers to the fi-
nal approval: a five-wa- y confer-
ence which occurred in October.
The venture for the People's
Bank of Gambier is estimated at
$1 million. Kunkel explained that
the cost is deferred, like the pur-
chase of a house, by what is com- -
Dec. 27, 7:52 p.m. - Non-studen- ts
caught egging passing
vehicles at the athletic fields.
Dec, 29, 12:25 p.m. - Two
non-studen- ts caught stealing
bicycles from the M. Mather
bike shed.
Jan. 5, 9:30 a.m. - Drug para-phernal- ia
found in Old
Kenyon.
Jan. 6, 8:05 a.m. - Vandalism
found at the Gazebo School.
- -
Jan. 8, 9:18 a.m. - Soccer field
found vandalized.
Jan. 11, 2:20 a.m. - Motor
vehicle accident on Chase Ave.
Jan. 12, 2:36 a.m. - Broken
windows found in Hanna Hall.
Jan. 12, 5:25 p.m. - Theft of
CDs from Caples Residence
reported.
'We've had overwhelming participation from
recent graduates. Frankly, our competitors
are jealous.' Brian Dowdall '93
really excited about getting their
pledge cards" he continued.
The Kick Off Event, which at-
tracted about one third of the se-
nior class, assigned attendees
two or three classmates whom
they will encourage to commit
to pledging money to the Col-
lege in the coming years after
graduation.
parable to a mortgage from a bank.
"The million will be broken down
into different years; it might take
some time to pay it off." She would
not stick to one figure, but said the
payments might be extended to as
many as 30 years. Though costs to
customers must increase mini-
mally to handle these payments,
Kunkel maintained that the new
services and convenience offered
by the bank will be well worth it.
Among the new features of the
bank will be an ATM machine,
which was not feasible on the old
property. This was due to a lack of
space in installing ramps, which
according to disability laws are
necessary for access to ATM ma-
chines.
The bank still has no plans
for the use of the old building
once it has moved onto Wiggin
Street. The College, who has the
right of first refusal, has agreed
that it will pay at least $175,000
if it desires to buy the property,
"if and when we sell," Kunkel
1
Jan. 12, 7:30 p.m. - Theft re-
ported from a vehicle in Gund
Commons lot. Items were recov-
ered.
Jan. 13, 8:03 p.m. - Vandalism
found in Olin Library.
Thursday, 8:03 p.m. - Back in-
jury at Peirce Hall.
Saturday, 10:30 p.m. - Unregis-
tered part and underage consump-
tion in Old Kenyon.
Sunday, 12:20 a.m. - Unregis-
tered party and underage con-
sumption in Old Kenyon.
Monday, 7:14 a.m. - Injury at
Ernst Center.
Compiled by the Office of Security and
Safety.
However, the program has no
financial goal in mind. Said Com-
mittee Chair Liz Pendleton '98,
"It's really not about the money.
We just would like to see the se-
nior class united in supporting
"Kenyon."
100 Senior was started at
Kenyon in 1986 by Kimberly
Clifner, and was one of the first
Shutt: Departments restructured
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Sharp's classes, McMullen said.
. Replacing Sharp in the
classroom involves both main-
taining enough faculty in the de-
partment and ensuring that
Sharp's academic interests are
covered, McMullen said. "We
want to make sure that the cur
Book Store
On the morning of Satur-
day, December 13, the trial of
Linda Boggs, former Kenyon
College Bookstore employee,
versus Kenyon Board of Trust-
ees, Joseph G. Nelson, vice
president of finance, and Jack
Finefrock, manager of the
bookstore, was finally brought
to rest with a verdict in favor
of the College.
The five man, three woman
Remillard heads
BY ERIN SHANAHAN
Staff Reporter
On January 7, the responsibil-
ity of organizing college transpor-
tation moved from the mainte-
nance department to Melanie
Remillard, Assistant Director for
Safety and Security. Remillard's
new responsibilities include ve-
hicle reservations, billing and ad-
ditional record keeping.
Daniel Werner, Director of Se-curi- ty
and Safety, expects
Remillard's new position to make
it "more convenient for the campus
community" to obtain requested
vehicles. Werner says that although
there are no immediate scheduling
problems, as the athletic season be-
gins, more conflicts may arise that
will need to be solved. One change
that Remillard is making is to re
in rlttHVit M T
post-graduati- on donations to the college
programs of its kind. While attend-
ing a conference this summer,
Brian Dowdall, a '93 alum and
Administrative Head of the pro-
gram observed that it is still "most
reknowned".
"We've had overwhelming
participation from recent gradu-
ates" commented Dowdall.
"Frankly, our competitors are jeal-
ous."
Apparently, the rate of recent
alumni giving is influential in col-
lege rankings as well as the finan-
cial gifts given to Kenyon in the
form of grants. For example, the
rate of Alumni Satisfaction is taken
riculum is served," she said. Two
long-tim- e visiting faculty mem-
bers will be teaching part time at
Kenyon next year so the same
number of classes can be offered.
Staffing for the 1999-200- 0
and the 2000-0- 1 academic years is
still being discussed, McMullen
said.
law suit concludes
jury found the defendant inno-
cent of all allegations, which in-
cluded sexual harassment, dis-
ability discrimination and severe
emotional distress. Addition-
ally, the court ordered Boggs to
"pay one cent in compensatory
damages and $24,349 in punitive
damages to the College," accord-
ing to the Office of Public Af-
fairs.
The suit, which was filed in
transportation
move keys from the security
switchboard and lock them up
when a vehicle is out of commis-
sion. Previously, keys would
sometimes be handed out to driv-
ers even if a vehicle was not avail-
able, usually because it was being
repaired by maintenance.
Another change that
Remillard is working on is to ob-
tain a cellular phone for Kenyon
drivers. The reason for this change
is to make sure that no one is left
behind at the airport without a ride,
especially since drivers are respon-
sible for driving Kenyon trustees,
job candidates and prospective stu-
dents to and from campus.
Remillard says that her new
position "may add a bit more work,
but I enjoy it and the contact with
the people in the college commu-
nity."
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into account in the annual U.S.
News and World Report college
ratings.
Also, when Kenyon makes
grant proposals to corporations,
the rate of recent alumni giving
assumes a fair amount of impor-
tance in determining which orga-
nization walks away with the
money. For example, Kenyon's
recent 1.5 million dollar gift from
the Mellon Foundation for science
education "was the second largest
gift they made that year, and it had
more than a little to do with the
recent successes of 1 00 Senior,"
Dowdall remarked.
While Sharp's teaching will
be missed, McMullen said,
"Whenever you bring a new per-
son into the department, you're
bringing in new opportunities for
students." All the candidates the
English Department is consider-
ing are excellent teachers,
McMullen said.
October of 1996, took the book-
store employees and Board of
Trustees by surprise. "A better
solution would have been to ad-
dress the matter through the
College's policies which are
fair and equitable. ..and much
more likely to resolve workplace
issues amicably than litigation,
which is unavoidable conten-
tious," commented Nelson after
the verdict was delivered.
r.
International
Job Skills
New professional MA. in Inter-
national Affairs or Interamerkan
Studies prepares you rapidly for
exciting careers:
O environmental studies
public health
government
O international organizations
international media,
business
Learn valuable analytic skills
from economics and the social
sciences.
Complete this intensive multi-disciplina- ry
degree in 12 to 15
months, while living in a fasci-
nating international city.
Free details.
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msars ago...
10 years ago, January 21, 1988: ARA food service director John
Missentzis took a leave of absence after being arrested in Mount
Vernon on a charge of child endangerment, a second degree felony.
Allegedly, Missentzis had solicited a local child to pose for sexual
photographs or to involved in a pornographic video.
20 years ago, January 19, 1978: The Kenyon Film Society found a
loophole in Student Council's budget procedures and managed to
remove money from the council's account without the knowledge of
either Student Council treasurer or Assistant Dean of Students.
Approximately $170 was removed without authorization.
40 years ago, January 17, 1958: Students began to question the need
for compulsory chapel at Kenyon. One article read, "There is nothing
more disgusting to the Sunday worshipper than go see someone
reading his Beginning Evolution book during the chapel service. It
must be equally disgusting to those who must attent to have to sit (or
stand if they wish to conform socially) and listen to things about whidJ
they are far from concerned."
GET A SECOND-SEMESTE- R
SUBSCRIPTION TO
THE COLLEGIAN FOR $15.
I would like a semester s subscription to the Kenyon
Collegian for the 1998 academic year. Enclosed is a check
for $ 1 5. Please send the Collegian to:
NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY:
STATE:
Mail to: Business Manager, The Kenyon Collegian,
Student Activities Center, Gambier, OH, 43022.
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Qoning controversy continues
WASHINGTON (AP) A Chi-
cago physicist's plan to clone a
human is propelling a race by Con-
gress and more than a dozen states
to ban cloning, but Richard Seed
already faces a big obstacle: The
Food and Drug Administration.
The FDA says it will shut
down anyone who tries cloning
without its permission, an inter-
vention that scientists welcomed
Monday as a way to give lawmak-
ers more time to carefully word
anti-cloni- ng bills so they don't in-
advertently ban lifesaving medical
research.
"One man who's on the fringe
has drawn a lot of attention in
Washington and state capitals,"
said Dr. Benjamin Younger of the
American Society for Reproduc-
tive Medicine. "If they are going
to do this, come up with legisla-
tion that bans cloning but protects
research."
FDA investigators are track-
ing down Seed to make clear to
him that federal regulations require
that he file for FDA approval to
attempt cloning, which is highly
unlikely.
"We're not only able to move,
we're prepared to move," said Dr.
Michael Friedman, the FDA's act-
ing commissioner, noting the
agency can go to court to stop un-
authorized cloning attempts.
"The scientific issues are far
from clear and there are some sig-
nificant ethical concerns that have
to be dealt with," added Friedman,
noting that the first cloning suc-
cess the Scottish sheep Dolly
Superbowl
Specials
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1 Topping
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took 277 tries. For safety rea-
sons, he said, "we're more inter-
ested in the 277 failures than in the
success."
Seed did not return a call for
comment, but says he plans to
clone a person within 18 months.
A physicist, Seed has no medical
degree, no laboratory backing and
little money, so many scientists
aren't taking him seriously. He and
a brother,' Randolph, a Chicago
surgeon, did pioneer a human em-
bryo transfer technique during the
1 980s, but their for-prof-it company
fizzled.
President Clinton urged Con-
gress to ban human cloning, con-
gressional leaders have pledged
quick action after they return next
week, and bills are pouring into
state legislation.
Scientists say broadly worded
bills already pending in Congress
would ban cloning-relate- d research
that could one day grow replace-
ment organs, mend spinal-cor- d in-
juries and better treat infertility.
The key, they say, is banning only
baby-makin- g by cloning.
But scientists' biggest alarm
came from Florida, where a bill
proposed making any cloning of
human DNA a felony even
though cloning human genetic
material is standard practice in
genetics research, the making of
critical medicines and even police
DNA fingerprinting.
The bill was withdrawn after
its authors "realized this would
have stopped biomedical research
in Florida in its tracks," said Carl
Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
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i 2nd, 3rd, or 4th
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Feldbaum of the Biotechnology
Industry Organization, which rep-
resents biotechnologists involved
in cloning research.
"It's been a public and media
assumption that there is nothing on
the books that would even slow or
stop Dr. Seed," Feldbaum said.
FDA intervention "creates at least
some breathing space."
After Dolly's creation next
year, Clinton proposed a narrow
ban : a five-ye- ar moratorium on cre-
ating human beings through "so-
matic cell nuclear transfer technol-
ogy," the Dolly method. That in-
volves creating a pregnancy solely
by replacing an egg cell's nucleus
with the nucleus of another cell.
No lawmaker is yet sponsor-
ing Clinton's bill, and Congress
didn't act last year because few
members then thought human
cloning attempts were close.
California, however, banned
human cloning effective Jan. 1,
using wording similar to Clinton's.
Some doctors say the somatic
cell definition is worded so
vaguely that it could inhibit re-
search to make older women's
eggs more fertile by simply hous-
ing their genetic contents inside a
younger woman's egg.
Rep. Vernon Ehlers of Michi-
gan, a nuclear physicist, wrote the
bill that has made the most
progress in Congress.
The bill would ban federal
funding of any "research that in-
volves the use of a human somatic
cell" to clone. It also bans embryo
research, another issue.
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Students raped in Guatemala
GUATEMALA CITY (AP)
Gunmen ambushed a bus carrying
16 American college students and
teachers on an isolated Guatema-
lan highway. Marched at gunpoint
to a nearby field of sugar cane, all
were robbed and five were raped
during the 90-min- ute assault.
The group from St. Mary's
College in Maryland returned
home following the attack near
Santa Lucia Cotzulmalguapa, a
hilly region known for banditry
about 40 miles from the Guatema-
lan capital.
Two men, ages 37 and 24,
were in custody today, in connec-
tion with the assaults, an official
in the criminal investigations unit
of the national police told The As-
sociated Press on condition of ano-
nymity.
The students, 12 women and
one man, were returning to Gua-
temala City on Friday afternoon,
the last full day of their trip, with
two male faculty members and a
female administrator after an edu-
cational tour of historic and cul-
tural sites.
The gunmen held the group
for 1 12 hours before fleeing as
local police arrived, the president
of the college, Jane Margaret
O'Brien, said during a press con-
ference today at the college.
In two previous trips to Gua-
temala, St. Mary's students had
encountered no problems, she said.
And prior to this tour, the school
had been in touch with U.S. Em-
bassy about safety in the country.
The U.S. State Department does
not warn American citizens against
traveling to Guatemala, but its con-
sular information sheet does note
that crime has been increasing in
the country and that tourist buses
on highways have been a target.
"There was not an indication
to us that we were at greater risk
than at other times," said O'Brien.
The area surrounding the site
of Friday's attack, once rife with
guerrilla activities, has a reputation
for lawlessness. Guatemala has
been shaken the past year or so by
a wave of kidnappings, roadblock
assaults and a surge in crime since
the 36-ye- ar civil war ended. v
The increase in violence first
drew national attention when 22-year-- old
college student Beverly
Sandoval Richardson was kid-
napped in May 1996. Following
six months of public appeals by her
family and a fruitless search by
police, her body was discovered in
a shallow grave. Twenty people
were arrested in connection with
her death.
One of the St. Mary's profes-
sors who organized the trip had
done research for a Fulbright
scholarship in the region in 1993
and 1994 and tried to talk the gun-
men out of violence by saying he
was sympathetic with their politi-
cal cause, O'Brien said.
But the gunmen said they
were not interested in politics; they
just wanted money, she said. The
robbers began raping students
when they became frustrated the
NEWS Thursday, January 22, 1998
students had so little money,
O'Brien said.
The students who were raped
were treated at Herrera Llerandi
Hospital in Guatemala City and
returned Saturday to the United
States. The remaining students re-
turned to Washington's Dulles air-
port Sunday night and were met by
O'Brien and the college's dean of
students.
"We are heartbroken by this
senseless violent attack on our stu-
dents and colleagues," O'Brien
said in an earlier statement.
The tour was sponsored by the
public four-ye- ar liberal arts college
in SL Mary's City, about 70 miles
southeast of Washington.
It was the third year that the
college, which has 1,500 students,
had sponsored an anthropological
tour to the Cenlral American nation.
Jeff Mohler, a senior at St.
Mary's, said today he was stunned
by the news of the attack.
"Nothing ever happens here,"
said the 21 -- year-old. "The worst
thing is a late-nig- ht party and
something gets broken."
Former Maryland Gov. William
Donald Schaefer, a college trustee,
called it "a terrible experience."
Maryland Gov. Parris
Glendening, a former college pro-
fessor with a college-ag- e son,
called the attack a tragedy and said,
"We expect the national govern-
ment to push the government of
Guatemala as hard as possible to
make sure these people are brought
to justice."
THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
First session: May 20 - July 1
Second session: July 6 -- 'August 1 4
1998 Summer Announcement available in March.
For more information:
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Sex in classroom prompts questions
MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP) Alabama lawmakers want to hear
first-han- d about claims that gang intimidation prompted two
13-year--
old students to have sexual intercourse in a Birmingham
classroom.
House Ways and Means Committee Chairman Bill Fuller, D-LaFay- ette,
said he invited the Birmingham school superintendent and
"whoever he feels appropriate" to discuss school safety with the panel
Wednesday.
Fuller said he invited Johnny Brown, who started work Jan. 12 as
the Birmingham superintendent, to help state lawmakers Find out
where dollars need to be put in the budget to protect students.
The seventh-grade- rs have been suspended by Jones Valley
Middle School. The teacher, Fred Jones HI, has been placed on
administrative leave with pay pending completion of the investiga-
tion. ; ' '
Jones has told school officials he did not see the seventh-grad- e
students having sex while he was in the room. He could not be reached
for comment. ; '
Jones Valley Principal Barbara Wilder has declined Comment
The Birmingham News on Saturday reported that the two stu-
dents, apparently fearing for thir safety, crawled under a table in the
back of the classroom and had sexual intercourse while Jones was in
the room.
The female student's mother, Birmingham police and another
student who claims to have been an eyewitness to the sex act, said the
two students apparently were reluctant to participate.
The student who said she witnessed the sex act said several
students used coats to shield the two participants under the table in the
back of the room while other students surrounded Jones and diverted
his attention.
B irmingham' s police chief, Mike Coppage, said the boy who was
involved in the sex act "thought it was consensual."
Coppage said investigators were trying to determine if charges
should be brought against a 15-year-- old female student who possibly
coerced the sex act by threatening the girl who was involved.
"They told her they'd kill her if she didn't," the student eyewit-
ness said of the gang threat.
The older student is a member of the Bloods gang and she and her
fellow gang members were allegedly trying to force every girl in the
class to have sex, according to the mother of the girl who was
suspended.
"I was more or less in shock," the girl's mother told the newspa-
per. "I couldn't believe it happened. I think she was in shock too, but
the doctor kept telling her it wasn't her fault."
K4l 4
Controversy surrounds military
induction ceremony at concentration camp
FRANKFURT, Germany (AP) The leader of Germany's Jews has
endorsed a proposal the Defense Ministry discarded as too emotion-
ally charged: Inducting new soldiers at a concentration camp memo-
rial.
Ignatz Bubis, chairman of Germany's Central Council of Jews,
conceded Monday that many Jews would reject the idea of staging a
German military ceremony at a former concentration camp. Indeed,
the leader of Berlin's Jewish community said the memorial was no
place for "military marches."
But Bubis said the proposed induction at the former Neuengamme
camp near Hamburg, a forced labor camp for tens of thousands who
resisted Nazi occupation, would mean soldiers "would know of the
things that happened at that time."
The site would remind them that they "are representatives of a
more democratic Germany."
The Defense Ministry balked when the Hamburg mayor pro-
posed Neuengamme for a regular induction ceremony after the left-leani- ng
local government rejected a request to swear in soldiers out-
side city hall.
"We originally were reserved about the idea of an induction at
Neuengamme, so as not to inflame the emotions of our fellow Jewish
citizens," said Lt. Col. Christopher Kaatz, a Defense Ministry spokes-
man. "But now we are not rejecting the idea, and can discuss it fur-
ther." ' ;
However, Defense Minister Volker Ruehe later rejected the pro-
posal following a meeting with Jewish representatives in Berlin.
Andreas Nachama, head of Berlin's Jewish community, agreed,
saying the memorial would "not be the right place for military
marches."
The ministry maintains a city hall is the better place to induct
soldiers. It's "a good place for an encounter between citizens and
soldiers one that stresses the political leadership, and that the sol-
diers defend the people," Kaatz said.
1
FRIDAY rND tM"UFJAY
Krapp's Last Tape
8 p.m. Hill Theater
AT KENYON
THEATER
Tomorrow - Saturday Krapp's Last Tape. 8 p.m. Hill Theater
Jan. 30 Bound in a Nutshell. 7:30 p.m. Gund Commons Lounge
EVENTS
Tomorrow Why Do You Study That? Some Reflections on Women and Martial
Arts. 4:15 p.m. Crozier Center
Jan. 27 Dessert and Discussion: Culture and Body Language. 8 p.m. Snowden
Multicultural Center
Jan. 30 Third Wish Band. 9:30 p.m. Philander' s Pub
Jan. 3 1 Pete Mill's Jazz Quintet Concert. 3 p.m. Rosse Hall
Feb. 3 Dessert and Discussion: Culture and Sexuality. 8 p.m. Snowden
FILMS
Today "The Lighter Side of Darkness," a talk by Barry Gunderson. 7 p.m.
Olin Auditorium
Tomorrow Hope and Glory. 8 p.m. Higley Auditorium
Saturday Europa, Europa. 8 p.m. Higley Auditorium
Sunday Holocaust Film. 7 p.m. Olin Auditorium
Jan. 28 The Pillow Book. 10:15 p.m. Higley Auditorium
Jan. 30 Gimme Shelter. 8 p.m. Higley Auditorium
Jan. 31 Thelonius Monk: Straight, No Chaser. 8 p.m. Higley Auditorium
Feb. 1 Holocaust Film. 7 p.m. Olin Auditorium
Feb. 4 She's Gotta Have It 10: 15 p.m. Higley Auditorium
LECTURE
Feb. 4 "The Dalai Lama's Demonic Dilemma," by Donald Cooper, Jr. 8 p.m.
Higley Auditorium
EXHIBITS
;
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DIVERSIONS i.'i
a weekly listing of local and regional events
January 22 - February 5
Now - Feb. 26 "The Lighter Side of Darkness," by Barry Gunderson. 8:30 a.m.
-- 12:00 a.m. Olin Gallery
THINK AN EVENT IS
NEWSWORTHY?
CONTACT THE
COLLEGIAN THROUGH
E-MA- IL.
Where do you want to go today?
Diversions.
want to find something to do?
checkout Diversions.
Off the Hill
THEATER
Feb. 5 - 8 BOB. Wexner Center. Call 292-353- 5
Now - Feb. 6 Skylight Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park. Call (513) 345-225- 4
EVENTS
Now - Feb. 20 Representing Art History: An Exhibition in Three Chapters.
Denison University Art Gallery
Jan. 29 James Carter: Jazz Saxaphonist 8 p.m. Weigel Hall at OSU
FILMS
The following movies are playing at Colonial Cinemas in Mount Vernon. Call 393-354- 2
for more information.
FOR RICHER OR POORER (Tim Allen, Kirstie Alley) A rich couple, after learn-
ing they owe millions to the IRS, flee New York and find a simpler way of life in Amish
Pennsylvania.
AMISTAD (Morgan Freeman, Matthew McConaughey) Africans take control of a
slave ship and they are forced to stand trial for mutiny.
The following movies are opening elsewhere:
Opening tomorrow:
DANGEROUS BEAUTY (Catherine McCormack, Rufus Sewell) An Italian writer
is celebrated after helping save Venice from an attack by the Turks.
THE GINGERBREAD MAN (Kenneth Branagh, Daryl Hannah) A lawyer has
second thoughts after helping a woman gain control of her father's estate.
SLAPPY AND THE STINKERS (Joseph Ashton, Carl Michael Linder) A group
of gifted boys wreak havoc while away at private school for the summer.
SPICE WORLD The Spice Girls team up for their first movie, a satire of the Beatles'
"A Hard Day's Night."
SWEPT FROM THE SEA (Vincent Perez, Rachel Weiz) A Ukrainian emigrant finds
love in 19th century England after being shipwrecked.
Opening Jan. 30th:
CHINESE BOX (Jeremy Irons) A journalist becomes obsessed with the story of a
professional hustler he meets while in China.
DECEIVER (Tim Roth) An Ivy League graduate is lured into a web of murders.
DEEP RISING (Treat Williams) A group of mercenaries discover a cruise ship in-
habited by sea creatures.
DESPERATE MEASURES (Michael Keaton, Andy Garcia) A police detective must
protect the life of a fugitive who has the matching bone marrow that will save the life of
the detective's son.
GREAT EXPECTATIONS (Robert DeNiro, Gweneth Paltrow) Modern day ver-
sion of Charles Dickens' classic tale of a young boy who comes of age.
INCOGNITO (Jason Patric) An art forger, charged with murder, must find an art
critic who is able to tell an original from a fake so that he can prove his innocence.
PHANTOMS (Peter O'Toole) Based on the novel by Dean Koontz. Four survivors
must stop an ancient force threatening to end mankind.
TWO GIRLS AND A GUY (Robert Downey, Jr.) Two women discover they have
shared the same boyfriend for over a year.
ZERO EFFECT (Bill Pullman, Ryan O'Neal) A femme fatale seduces a supersleuth
in order to deter him from her evil ways.
Movie dates and descriptions courtesy of Entertainment Columbus.
http:www.kenyon.edupubscollegian
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Kenyon's New
Year Resolutions
Here are afew things, big and small, we'd like to see
happen or change in Gambler in the year ahead
We all have our own personal resolutions for the New Year,
which we may or may not be following through on so far in 1998. But
it'd also be worthwhile for Kenyon to consider some resolutions of its
own as 1998 gets underway and a new semester gathers momentum...
A resolution to maintain a dialogue on diversity. The administration
had an open forum on it last semester a forum that was part one of
three yet since then the dialogue has decreased dramatically. Last
year during the rally for diversity, students and professors again and
again reiterated how important it was not to let this issue die out. This
is a needed reminder at this point of the school year. One way the
college could really foster more discussion on this is by...
Resolving to bring in more speakers like Sister Helen Prejean. The
word "diversity" didn't appear once in her speech last Thursday, but
what she talked about was what this campus needs to hear. In tracing
her experience with issues like the death penalty. Preiean showed an
extreme respect for the basic worth of any human life. That's exactly
the kind of thing that needs to be emphasized in the midst of our
discussions on diversity, and more speakers like Prejean could really
spark momentum in some positive directions for this campus.
Ajesolution for students to show up for home sporting contests and
actually give our teams an advantage, especially this winter season.
The swimming teams are perennial national champions and the men's
and women's basketball teams are off to solid starts at home this year
(combined 6-3- ). Yet Ernst Pool and Tomsich Arena are largely vacant
during contests. S tudents should resolve to put aside the academics for
at least a couple hours a week and raise some noise in Ernst
A resolution for the academic departments to level the field when it
comes to requirements for comps. The Senior Exercise is a valid and
worthwhile component of a Kenyon education, but the fluctuation in
what is expected from each department makes some departments'
comps practically a breeze and others an enormous challenge. Some
equality across the board would be a welcome change.
A resolution for students not to allow themselves to continually get
ripped off by the Book Buyback at the end of each semester. How
many students walked into the Book Store with an armful of books
only to walk out with some ridiculously small amount of money for
tnemr ret tnese same books students are getting a dollar for in
compensation are being resold for five times that Just imasine if we.
could direct even half of those resources through the Co-op- ...
And last, a resolution for students to leam how to adequately use the
toilet facilities across campus. It's hard to think Kenyon would ever
have to put a requirement on applications that prospectives be "potty
trained," but the day may soon come.
Robert Corpuz
"Oh.. .sorry. Thought there was an unregistered party in here. Have a good night heeey...wait a minute!
That better not be a halogen lamp I see over there..."
The winter of our discontent
BY AMANDA BABER
Staff Columnist
Feeling tired? Listless?
"Down in the dumps"? Do you
spend your Saturday nights curled
up with a box of Triscuits and a can
of aerosol "EZ-Cheez- ?"
If so, you're not alone. Whole
nations fall prey to this mid-wint- er
malaise. The French call it "en-
nui." The Germans call it "so
schwach wie ein Maedchen zu
sein," or "acting like a wimpy girly-man- ."
That is how Siegmund Freud
defined the term before he came up
with the psychoanalytical innova-
tion known today as the "hourly
fee."
But depression seasonal,
clinical, or otherwise is nothing
to scoff at. Otherwise I would not
be making such a hefty profit la-
beling vials of jelly beans as
"Prozac" and selling them for $50
a pop out of my post-offi- ce box.
B ut that is another column, one my
attorney has advised me to keep
under wraps until the statute of
limitations runs out.
Even if you haven't been in-
dicted on 17 counts of mail fraud,
those post-holida- y blues can still
get you down. I base this opinion
not only on personal experience,
but also on an article I read in the
latest issue of "Psychology To--
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This is a depressing time of year at Kenyon:
days are getting shorter, classes are getting
longer, and the work keeps mounting.
day."
"Depression can strike any-
one at any time," the article claims.
"Look out behind you ! It's depres-
sion! And it's got a chain saw!
RUN, RUN FOR YOUR LIFE!" it
adds.
Or perhaps that was a letter to
the editor of "Guns and Ammo."
No matter. This is a depressing
time of year at Kenyon: days are
getting shorter, classes are getting
longer, and the work keeps mount-
ing up until finally you just can't
take it anymore. One day you're
tossing Frisbees in the sun; the
next day you refuse to come out of
the laundry hamper.
Considering the depressing
state of world affairs, who could
blame you? Given the senseless
killings in war-to- m Sarajevo and
the viral outbreaks in central Af-
rica and the recent death of
rockabilly pioneer Carl "Blue
Suede Shoes" Perkins, it's a won-
der you bother to wake up at all.
By "you," of course, I mean
"me." By "Sarajevo" I am refer-- .
ring to Mount Vernon and by "
"central Africa" I mean "my H
roommate's refrigerator." I am the
eggman, and the late Carl Perkins
was the eggman, and because I am
calling the shots around here I also
,
too busy wallowing in post-holida- y
depression.
Back home I played poker
with old friends, slept 1 2 hours a
night, and picked up a little spare
cash by surreptitiously pocket-
ing my share of the ante. Le bon
temps rolled.
Then I came back to drizzly,
mist-shroud- ed Gambier to find my
geranium dead, my closet reeking
of unwashed T-shir- ts, and our re-
frigerator carpeted with fuzzy gray
mold.
B ut as my mother would say if
she were still accepting my phone
calls, "Complaining never got any-
body anywhere." So while I remain
in the throes of mid-wint- er depres-
sion, I am trying to snap myself out
of it
I'm taking various herbal non-
prescription anti-depressa- nt
capsules, which judging by the
smell contain nothing but non-prescripti- on
anti-depressa-
nt lawn
clippings. Also, as per the advice
of fashion guru 'Mr. Blackwell,' I
am "purging my wardrobe of those
grungy old earth tones" and "dress-
ing for spring" in "fancy, flighty,
footloose pastels."
So far none of these measures
has had much effect, although this
pink halter top does compliment
get to be the walrus, coo-koo-- ... the dark circles under my eyes
kachoo. So there. quite nicely. Of course, it's hard to
Sorry about that. I haven't ; tell what I look like from inside
gotten much sleep lately. I've been ;; this hamper.
INTERESTED IN WRITING FOR THE COLLEGIAN?
'
i
We're looking for new reporters and writers to Join our
staff for the second semester. If Interested, contact the
COLLEGIAN through e-m- ail or talk to any staff member.
tEe &enpon Collegian
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The foul stench of censorship
BY ERIC BESCAK
For the Collegian
If you still happen to read
allstu's, you may have noticed the
slew of messages in regard to the
exceptional occurrence in the Gund
Commons bathroom on December
19. I'll say it straight out; someone
poo-pooe- d on the floor. The "ne-
farious no. 2," as I will refer to it,
provoked a slew of reactions, rang-
ing from appalled to applause, all
sent out as allstu's.
My concerns about this issue
are not set on the mechanics or
motivations of the "nefarious no.
2" (not to say I'm not curious), but
on Kenyon Systems Manager
Daniel Frederick's threat of a "Fair
and Legitimate Use Policy" to be
imposed on the student body if
misuse of the Vax continues.
Frederick feels that since the
"allstu" command includes non-studen- ts,
such as employees, as
well, they should not be subject to
what he interpreted as poor humor
in the e-ma- ils regarding the "ne-
farious no.2." This policy would
restrict the "use and access of the
campus mail system" as well as
levy "penalties" against anyone
who would, in his mind, use the e-m- ail
irresponsibly.
How valid is Frederick's
threat? It' s happening. Schools like
Miami (Ohio), Bowling Green and
Georgetown already have policies
I am bothered by having parameters placed
upon me dictating what I can and cannot send
out over e-m- ail, and whether or not I'll ever
have to confront such limitations.
similar to the one mentioned, where
students are prevented from or
fined for using commands such as
our very own "to:allstu."
Like most folks I mechani-
cally delete allstu's whether they
pertain to me or not. This "nefari-
ous no. 2" fiasco, though, caught
my eye. Not only was it hilarious,
it also tested the bounds of our
supposed freedom at Kenyon.
If you think my humor is in
the toilet, fine. However, what' s so
difficult in hitting the "d return"
combo? If you're bothered by
something, do the "hate mail"
thing, or another allstu. I don't
mind. Let your voice be heard.
Although I thank Dan
Frederick deeply for ensuring that
my e-m- ail functions properly, I am
bothered by having parameters
placed upon me dictating what I
can and cannot send out, and
whether or not I'll ever have to
confront such limitations. It's not
my thing to conform to someone's
idea of what responsible use is
(though I fear that future public
defecations will go unnoticed).
Allstus provide us a very pub-
lic and, as far as many schools go,
unique means of communicating
to the entire campus with a single
command. These commentaries
sent out as allstus, such as the "ne-
farious no.2" responses, are
sometimes witty, sometimes just
lame, but often welcome diver-
sions from the monotony of
academia. They are a part of the
Kenyon community.
Sometimes I feel there is a
"bond" we share in these occa-
sionally funny (or off-colo- r) public
proclamations. Other times I de-
lete them without a second thought.
I do not feel there is a problem
with the pattern of e-m- ail use at
Kenyon, and I can' t imagine many
do. Nor do I feel it's necessary to
warrant even a threat of a "Fair and
Legitimate Use Policy." The allstu
command provides us a unique
and somewhat effective means of
communicating to the entire cam-
pus. We should not stand for the
threat of it being undermined by
"policy." If you are bothered by
the e-ma- ils surrounding "nefari-
ous no. 2," write a poem or send an
allstu. Most people probably will
not pay attention to what you're
complaining about in the first place.
National Lampoon's Oregon Vacation
BY MOLLY WILLOW
Staff Columnist
My winter vacation was al-
most ruined by a conifer.
My family is one of those
hearty families that has certain tra-
ditions that no one enjoys but are
clung to in the spirit of together-
ness. One such tradition is the
annual selection of the
tannenbaum. We bundle up, pack
into a station wagon and forge out
into the Great Oregon Wilderness
(where yuppies fear to tread) and
whack down our own little sprig of
nature. After that we sling it up
onto the roof of the car and my dad
drives tediously back to Portland,
making each turn with the cer-
tainty that the weight is sure to tip
us over and make us the laughing
stock of the highway patrol.
Packed in the car along with
the kids and the dadk)ggerdriver
navigator is the mother (the vi-
cious instigator of said ritual) and
a woman I'm told is my grand-
mother. I see no resemblance. (And
there will never be any because I
know that plastic is not a precious
metal.) The two matriarchs then
proceed to warble Christmas car-
ols for the entire hour long drive
back into civilization. Oh Holy
Night, my ass.
We used to always stop for
food atplace called "Heidi's Swiss
Village" but they changed the name
to "Barb's Swiss Village" and it
suddenly didn't seem as cultural.
I was relieved when we made the switch from real
"wilderness people" to "yuppies" who trek all the
way out to suburbia to buy a tree off a farm.
Then of course there was the gratu-
itous pit stop made because
someone has dumped the thermos
of hot cocoa in their crotch. Every
year the whole experience is capped
off by my dad wheedling the trunk
of the tree down to a toothpick to
get it to fit into the tree stand.
This was not a tradition I rel-
ished and I was relieved when we
made the switch from real "wilder-
ness people" to "yuppies" who trek
all the way out to suburbia to buy a
tree off a farm.
My parents justified the switch
because the new location wasn't
any closer and we still had to drive
great lengths and "bond" while my
brother and I hoped that Grandma
would get run over by a reindeer.
Also, at this particular tree farm,
because they recognize that the
clientele consists of middle class
folks who want to "rough it," they
let you cut down your own tree. Or
of the strappingyou can have one
young bucks employed there haul
out his chain saw and go medieval
on Mother Nature. I prefer the lat-
ter option, as I believe my mother
did, because the young men did
lots of bending and grunting and
sweating in the process of felling
the tree. It took some convincing
to get my proud father to give up
his title of tree cutter, but one year
the young bucks laughed at his saw
and we made the switch to specta-
tors.
But this year was different. I
was mercifully spared from the
special family time because I had
to work. Not that I could get my
mother to believe this. She didn't
understand thatjust because I made
minimum wage and my job re-quired- all
the higher brain functions
of a gerbil I still had certain re-
sponsibilities.
In this case my responsibility
was that the boss' daughter asked
me to work for her. I saw this as
beneficial to my career path, i.e.
one that did not lead straight out
the door, and I said yes. I cannot
openly admit that there may have
been an ulterior motive to my agree-
ing to her request because my
mother may read this. So as we can
all see duty clearly dictated that I
had to, regretfully, miss out on the
annual choosing of the Christmas
tree, not because I don't enjoy the
hour in the car with people I may or
may not be related to or because I
don't cherish the tradition right
down tomy Christmas carol singin'
soul, but because I had a responsi-
bility to fulfill.
And I think I'm allergic to
sap. Maybe next year we can get a
Christmas shrubbery.
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Dead Man Walking, Live Nun Talking
Sister Helen Prejean discusses the death penalty, making a book, and activism
BY JULIE LEMMER
StaffWriter
On Thursday, January 15,
"Dead Man Walking" author and
recent Nobel Peace Prize nominee
Sister Helen Prejean visited
Kenyon to speak to members of
the Kenyon community. She talked
about the death penalty, her book
and the making of her book into a
movie.
Stephanie Maier '98 attended
a presentation that Prejean gave at
Ohio State University and "knew
she was perfect for Kenyon." Be-
cause of a lack of funds, an earlier
attempt to bring Sister Prejean to
Kenyon was unsuccessful. B y com-
bining her speech with the other
Martin Luther King Jr. events,
enough money and interest was
finally raised.
Sister Prejean hoped in her
speech to make students aware of
the problems of the death penalty.
In her easy Southern accent, she
explained, "I'm going to take them
with me through my experiences:
writing to someone on death row,
getting involved, being with a per-
son at his execution and what I
have learned about the death pen-
alty in the process." And through
stories, shared emotions, and hu-
morous anecdotes, this is exactly
what she did.
"Dead Man Walking" is an
account of Prejean's experiences
in writing and getting to know two
death row inmates. She began in
1982 by becoming a pen pal to
Patrick Sonnier, who was executed
in 1984. She then dedicated her life
to the cause ofeducating people on
issues surrounding the death pen-
alty.
She described the death pen-
alty as being a superficial cure to
three very deep "wounds" in our
country, the first of which is the
poor. She said the death penalty is
Lecture on
BY BEN BAGOCIUS
StaffWriter
Professor of anthropology Pat
Urban, along with her daughter
Aeleka Schortman, will give a pre-
sentation entitled "Why Do You
Study That?! Some Reflections on
Women and Martial Arts" as part
of the Crozier Center's Friday Fea-
tures tomorrow at 4: 15 p.m.
Urban explained, "What I will
talk about is how I got involved in
karate and why I persist with it
even though I know that I am not
really an athlete and never was. I
started taking it because my kids
started and it looked interesting
and like something I could do," she
said.
Urban stated that "anyone can
benefit from karate: male, female,
young, old. It really isn't about
beating people up or being a tough
guy. It's about self-contr- ol, under--
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Sister Helen Prejean
"an assault on the poor that chooses
them to pay the ultimate penalty
for crime." She said that the death
penalty has a lot to do with how
much money you have and what
kind of an attorney you can afford.
She insisted you will never see a
rich man on death row.
The second wound is that of
using violence to solve social prob-
lems. Prejean said that in response
to such violence, the state does the
only thing it knows bow to do: to
"imitate the violence for justice to
be done." She feels politics plays a
great role and that the death pen-
alty becomes a symbol for
women and
'Where else can parents
and children hit one
another, and it's a good
thing?'
- Pat Urban
standing your body, balance, and
so forth."
Urban and Schortman both
study a type of karate called
American Kenpo Karate at Panther
Kenpo Karate in Mt. Vemon. "It's
not very dependent on kicking . . .
nor is there a lot of flashy jumping
and spinning, the sort of stuff I
think of as movie Kung Fu," Ur-
ban said.
Both women are currently
blue belts, and Urban stated that
she is "halfway to a green." Ur-
ban explained the belt system of
levels: "The system goes from
bottom to top: white, yellow, or
1
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politicians, a part of their cam-
paigning. Affirming the death
penalty is perceived to be "tough
on crime." She argues that there
are many other ways to be even
tougher on crime, such as long-ter- m
mandatory sentencing and
committing as much time and as
many resources to crime preven-
tion as that which is spenton capital
punishment
The final wound is that of rac-
ism. Fifty percent of inmates on
death row are black and 85 of all
inmates on death row are there for
killing a white person. This is very
disproportionate when consider- -
Karate
ange, purple, blue, green, two lev-
els of brown, ten levels of black."
Urban stated, "My daughter
and I are on the same level, and
part of the pleasure of karate is
doing something with her. Where
else can parents and children hit
one another, and it's a good thing?"
Urban's eleven year old son also
studies karate.
All members of the Kenyon
community are invited to attend
the presentation.
--
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Credit Card fundraisers
for fraternities, sororities
& groups. Any campus
organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping
$5.00VISA application.
Call 1-800-9- 32-0528 ext 65.
Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SHI- RT.
'We are all more than
the worst thing we have
ever done in our lives.'
- Sister Helen Prejean
ing the number of blacks that are
killed in the United S tates. Prejean
said, "One in every three young
black men are in prison or in the
criminal justice system. From the
ages of 1 8-2- 9, they either are await-
ing trial, they're in jail or prison, or
they are on probation after serving
a sentence. One in every seven
black men in this country can't
vote because of felony charges. So
we really have a serious thing go-
ing on in terms of race and criminal
justice."
In her speech, she described
what it was like to make the book
into a movie, as well as what it was
like to meet Susan Sarandon and
Sean Penn. Before she met
Sarandon, Prejean said, "I had to
go rent a film, Thelma and Louise,'
to see what she looked like. I got
her mixed up with Geena Davis
who was the ditzy one in the movie,
and when she came into the restau-
rant and I thought, 'Oh thank you,
Jesus, she's Louise!'"
Prejean thought "Dead Man
Walking" was a success because,
although it didn't impress strong
anti-dea- th feelings upon the audi
r
!8t
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ence, it caused people to think. She
felt it accomplished its goal "to
bring people over to both sides and
let them sort it out and reflect on it
for themselves."
Prejean hoped that students
would get involved in the issue of
the death penalty. One avenue for
student involvement is through
Amnesty International. Amnesty
is a worldwide organization com-
mitted to ending human rights
abuses in every nation, including
the use of the death penalty. It has
chapters at many colleges and uni-
versities, including Kenyon.
Finally, Prejean wanted people
to realize that the death penalty is
not the solution to violence in our
country. The United States is one
of very few "Westernized" coun-
tries that still uses the death penalty.
She wanted us to realize that "we
are all more than the worst thing
we have ever done in our lives." To
her, answering violence with vio-
lence is not an effective solution.
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Chicago physicist revives human cloning debate
In the future, human cloning may not be science fiction. Should it be done? Is it ethical?
BY MARIA MOHAN
Senior Staff Writer
The "Brave New World" of
carbon-cop- y engineered people
envisioned by Aldous Huxley
more than 65 years ago may be
dawning, as a result of startling
breakthroughs in cloning tech
niques.
The last few decades have
seen advances in the cloning of
relatively simple animals, but a
breakthrough of science-fictio- n
proportion was realized last March
in Scotland. Researchers at the
Roslin Institute, under the direct-
ion of Dr. Ian Wilmut, created
Dolly, a sheep clone of its mother.
The result of 277 attempts to make
a healthy lamb, Dolly represented
the first fully developed mammal
cloned.
Though human cloning repres-
ents a much greater challenge for
scientists, steps are being taken
toward cloning humans.
For decades, controversial
cloning techniques and other ge-
netic manipulations have been in
practice to create pharmaceuticals
or for pre-implantat- ion screening
for genetic disorders. Wilmut's re-
search entails attempting to put
human genes into sheep in order
to create an inexpensive blood-clottin- g
factor for hemophiliacs,
explained David Marcey, associa-
te professor of biology.
Embryonic clones have been
successful in the past, but the cloni-
ng process used to create Dolly,
dubbed somatic-ce- ll nuclear transf-
er technology, involves the cre-
ation of an identical-twi-n offspring
that is genetically identical to the
Teach For
BY JENNY MCDEVITT
Senior Staff Writer
Every college graduate dreams
of changing the world. Through
the program Teach for America,
which places recent graduates in
full-tim- e teaching jobs in needy
school districts, graduates can help
change the world one student at a
time.
Now a nationally recognized
corps, Teach for America began
eight years ago as a Princeton Uni-
versity senior thesis idea. Since
then, having placed over 4,000 in-
dividuals in teaching positions,
Teach for America has become
known as "an ever-expandi- ng
group of individuals who are
brought together by their vision
that one day, all children in the
nation will have the opportunity to
attain an excellent education and
who are committed to surpassing
traditional expectations in pursuit
of that vision," according to the
TFA website.
Kenyon alumni who have
gone through the extensive inter
parent donor.
Chicago-are- a based physicist
Richard Seed refueled the ethical
debate on cloning with his an-
nouncement two weeks ago that he
would produce a human clone in
18 months. By using similar tech-
niques to those used to create
Dolly, this Harvard educated sci-
entist, who has done some infer-
tility research in the past, predicted
that his clinic would eventually
manufacture 200,000 human
clones a year.
Seed, however, faces both
technological and governmental
impediments. Based on the devel-
opmental differences between
sheep and humans, "there is a dis-
tinct possibility that it may not
work for humans," said Marcey.
Seed's infertility treatments are
"appealing to the vanity and nar-
cissism in people," he continued,
speaking of people who might
want carbon copies of themselves.
President Bill Clinton imme-
diately reacted to Seed's an-
nouncement, issuing statements
that urged Congress to pass his
proposed bill, the "Cloning Prohi-
bition Act of 1997." The bill, first
drawn up in June on the recom-
mendations of the National Bioet-hic-s
Commission, is Clinton's re-
sponse to the successful sheep
cloning project in Scotland.
"What the legislation will do
is to reaffirm our most cherished
beliefs about the miracle of human
life and the God-give- n individual-
ity each person possesses. It will
ensure that we do not fall prey to
the temptation to replicate our-
selves at the expense of those be-
liefs," Clinton said in a radio ad--
America alumni influence young lives
view process, which includes a
sample teaching session, offered
their advice to future participants.
Flexibility, creativity, and prepa-
ration topped off the list for a
successful teaching session.
According to LauraMate '92,
it wasn't those "with an interest in
teaching or social service, butrather
with an understanding of them-
selves and their imperfections as
well as strengths" that the program
sought out.
Hired at a first-ye- ar teacher's
salary, Teach for America corps
members fulfill two-ye- ar teaching
contracts.
While there is not a teaching
prerequisite, corps members often
enroll in education courses. "Many
of the TFA sites if not all
require you to take education
courses while you teach, and you
are responsible for paying for
them," said Felicia Bonanni '96,
who is now teaching in Georgia.
Despite the high competition
for placement, Kenyon alumni rec-
ommend the experience. "I love
my kids and my experiences with
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The process of somatic cell nuclear
dress last week. In essence, the
proposal would place a five year
moratorium on human cloning re-
search.
Clinton encouraged debate
over this moral and scientific is-
sue and upheld cloning of DNA,
genes, cells and tissues that could
be used to develop treatments for
cancer, cystic fibrosis, and diabe-
tes.
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Kenyon students at a Teach For America informational meeting.
them are something I would never
trade," said Aaron Derry '95.
Teach for America can be a
difficult experience. "The truth is
that no first-ye- ar teacher is ever
prepared for what lies in store for
them. I am surprised and thrown
something new every single day , if
not every single hour," said Mate.
"I don't think most of us had any
idea of what we were getting our-
selves into."
Tiel Arnot '91 found teaching
to be a tremendous amount of work.
M
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transfer.
Ethical issues abound as vari-
ous biomedical ethics committees,
scientists and individuals debate
the potential hazards and benefits
of human cloning. The fate of the
mother surrogate hosts is being
considered. The fact that around
300 sheep embryos failed to com-
pletely develop before the
sucessful cloning of Dolly raises
questions about the ethics of
.
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"It is difficult to keep up with all of
my school work. My social life is
lacking."
Aside from transitional
difficulites, teaching in under-
funded districts can take an
emotional toll. "The most difficult
thing about this experience is see-
ing firsthand the inequality in our
society. My students are deprived
not j ust financially, but physically,
emotionally, socially, and spiritu-
ally. And the difficult thing is
realizing that I am only one person,
attmpting human cloning at this
time.
Also contested is that Dolly,
a ten-mon- th old sheep, has the
DNA constitution of her six-ye- ar
old parent. Scientists are con-
cerned with the possibility that she
won't age normally, or will expe-
rience a shortened life span due to
the age related damage of her cells'
energy processing mitochondria.
Although Marcey highlighted
some possible advantages to clon-
ing, such as learning about genetic
development, generating pharma-
ceuticals and saving endangered
species, he advocates at least a five
year ban on cloning so that more
research can be done and ethical
issues worked out "If this new life
created by cloning is a means to
an end, that's morally unaccept-
able," said Marcey.
Governments and scientific
organizations worldwide have ech-
oed Clinton's call for a moratorium
on human cloning research. The
director-gener- al of the World
Health Organization,' Hiroshi
Nakajima, responded with a pub-
lic statement calling the cloning of
human beings ethically unaccept-
able and in violation of basic te-
nets governing medically-assiste- d
procreation.
Jacques Chirac, President of
France, called on a counsel of 19
European states to sign a ban on
human cloning. With the excep-
tion of Great Britain, the delegates
were expected to sign the ban. A
British newspaper subsequently
released information on plans to
proceed with human cloning ex-
periments early next year.
one teacher, and I can't do every-
thing or 'make it all better,'" said
Sarah Miller '95.
Corps members must some-
times deal with the frustrations of
teaching unmotivated and
unattentive students in schools that
fail to provide adequate books and
materials.
Despite the strenuous side of
the program, Kenyon' s TFA
alumni recognize that they have
made a difference, if even some
small way, while learning about
themselves at the same time.
Alumni have found success in
many fields, often drawing on their
Teach for America experiences.
Education comes to be held as their
highest value, and many see it as
their responsibility to help provide
it
Teach for America is commit-
ted to providing an education for
all. Through their program, infor-
mation on which is available at the
CDC, you could help them reach
their goal. As their ad campaign
states, "Your most important job
just might be your first."
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For only five dollars, Decilia Barhoum'Ol
purchased her jacket at a thrift store.
f v - -
r ...
Ashley Grable '00 wears the same coat her mother
wore in college.
Need it, want it, ... Have to have it!
STYLE Thursday, January 22, 1998
The Weather Outside is Frightful...
but the jacket that you wear does not have to be
It's cold, it's wet, its muddy and you're slipping and sliding all over the place, but, hey, at least you get to pull out your favorite winter gear. Students have taken
advantage of the winter chill and have proved that there is such a thing as sub-zer- o style. Some go for warmth, others for fashion, and a few have found a happy
medium. Gloves, scarves and hats come and go, but with our jackets, we maintain a more stable relationship (you will be living in them from now until April).
These outer garments become our calling cards once winter has hit. We can all spot our friends across Middle Path since we know their coats almost as well as we
know them. So here is an insider's look at some of the warmer, more stylish and even the warm-bloode- d students who brave the cold without this winter item.
Alexandra Mustonen
.. j LL--L J
Matt D'Amour '99 wears his Polo Outlet plaid
because "it is sporty and casual yet useful." While
Mark Svenson '99 braves the cold with only a
flannel
J.
Athanasios Cakiades '0 1 was a traditional coat
purhcaser and bought his at Macy's. "It's really
warm. I feel like I am an astronaut."
The best winter coats of the season for both men and women tend to combine the best elements of the past with
the new sense of simplicity and function of clothes of the future. Three-quart- er length coats that are tailored and
simple seem to reign supreme as the must have items from the top fashion houses this season. From Dior to
Gucci, from fur to nylon, they are everywhere. These coats are basic yet elegant. They demonstrate the balanced
culmination of new sophistication in dressing while at the same time remembering with reverence of the past
when clothes were more than just clothes and dressing was an art.
)
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For Men:
Black Single Breasted Velvet
Gucci Coat
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For Women:
White Helmut Lang Coat with
Hidden Buttons
Missy Funk '00 chose her from an
eclectic thrift store collection
"'cause it is furry like rodents."
Senior Nicole Brinley's jacket
"doesn't make me look like a
bear. It is not warm but
sometimes we have to make
sacrifices."
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Joy Hammond '98 likes her coats
to be big and purchesd her latest
one at some sports store in Atlanta.
John Wheeler Rappe '00 is wearing a
grey, full-leng- th overcoat that he
discovered in his late grandfather's
closet. Rappe commented that "It is
like a gazebo in here."
1
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Matthew Russell
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Darkness, family, goddesses in show
BY MICHELLE SANTANGELO
Senior StaffWriter
If the grim Ohio winter has
worn away your spirits already,
professor of Art Barry Gunderson' s
exhibit in the Olin Gallery may
provide a needed uplift The Lighter
Side of Darkness, a collection of
Gunderson s sculptures completed
while on sabbatical in Norway,
will be on display until Feb. 26. A
slide lecture will be given tonight
at 7 in the Olin Auditorium.
Although originally a painter
and printmaker, Gunderson now
reserves his attentions almost ex-
clusively for sculpture.
"I enjoy walking in and among
tbe pieces I like that they don't
have to be just on the living room
wall," said Gunderson, whose
house on Brooklyn Street is easily
identifiable by the sculptures graci-
ng the front lawn.
Of his work in sculpture,
Gunderson said, "The third dimens-
ion is capturing my attention all
the time. There's a reality to the
third dimension."
In a way, Gunderson' s sab-
batical journey to Scandinavia last
year was a homecoming. Before
traveling to Norway, where he was
the first International Guest Artist
at Lademoen Kunstnerverksteder
inTrondheim, he stopped foratwo
week visit in Iceland and visited
Music department student
recital showcases those who
'perform above and beyond'
BY GIL REYES
StaffWriter
Do you ever wonder what re-
ally goes on in the maze of rooms
underneath Rosse Hall? On Satur-
day at 8 p.m., you will have the
opportunity to observe the work of
some of Kenyon's most musically
talented students, who have been
practicing in those rooms since
last semester, as they present a
recital.
The students performing were
selected on the basis of their per-
formance in the the music
department' s juries, held at the end
of each semester. These juries are
used by the music department to
determine the progress of students
taking private lessons. The
student's instructor and two music
professors heard 80 students last
semester. From those juries, they
honored nine excellent performers
by inviting them to perform in this
recital.
i
"If s an honor to be selected,"
says Music Department Secretary
Judy Brandenburg, coordinator of
the event. "It says you perform
above and beyond the average stu- -
the home of his grandfather, Solvi
Gudnason.
Solvi, who left home for
America at the age of 1 6.never had
any contact with his family again.
"He never answered the letters his
family sent him," said Gunderson,
. who was warmly welcomed by his
transatlantic relatives.
"During the year spent in Nor-
way we drove out to the mouth of
the Trondheim Fjord. The aura was
very intense; it was already sitting
on me very heavily," said
Gunderson.
Far from his own home,
Gunderson could tap into the feel-
ings of isolation that Solvi must
have had when he came to America.
From this connection, Solvi I, Solvi
II, and Passage, a boat-lik- e work,
were created.
While working in wood, espe-
cially the native driftwood used in
Solvi II, Gunderson sensed a link
to his grandfather, who had be-
come a carpenter. He said, "To
weigh that, and walk around in the
house where he grew up, it reached
a spiritual quality."
"The two Solvi pieces are quite
unusual for what I've done for the
last 30 years. Working with the
human figure is completely new,
from within the last three years.
They are more representational,
you can recognize them. Noses,
eyes, more detail," said Gunderson.
BE
What: Music Department
Student Recital
When: Saturday, 8 p.m.
Where: Rosse Hall
dent."
This semester's recital features
a diverse array of students present-
ing abroad range of styles on many
instruments.
Tenor Matt Herman '98 will
be singing "Lonely House" from
Kurt Weill' s musical Street Scene .
He is a member of the Kokes and
active in theater. He looks forward
to the concert saying, "You work
hard oh the juries and it's nice to
have however many people show
up who will."
There will be two flutists in
the concert, the first ofwhom, Mary
Kinner '99, will be playing the
third movement of CPE. Bach's
"Concierto." She will also be per-
forming with the Knox county
Symphony later this semester.
Gelsey Lynn has been play ing
the violin for 10 years and is a
member of the Kenyon Chamber
',
.
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Barry Gunderson's "Spark Goddess,' on
His sabbatical also immersed
him in the show's theme of dark-
ness. Trondheim, Norway is
located around the 63 latitude, and
experiences almost total darkness
during the winter months.
"Everybody longs for the sun-
shine," said Gunderson. "And
about October, people started to
forewarn us, to find cozy places
and ways to protect ourselves. It's
almost like the Norwegians have
learned they have to hibernate. We
didn' t know how we were going to
handle it."
Gunderson' s concern over the
coming darkness is apparent in
several pieces, but he also created
a series of guardians for himself,
his goddesses of winter.
Ensemble as well as the Knox
County Community Orchestra.
This Saturday she will be playing
"Meditations from Thais," by J.
Massenet
On the trumpet, Marisha
Stawiski will perform "Variations
on a theme from Norma," by V.
Bellini. Stawiski enjoys playing
because, "it is an outlet for me
from my studies and my swim-
ming because I spend most of my
time doing those two things."
Mary Jacobsen, another vio-
linist, will be playing Corelli' s "La
Falia."
The second flutist on the pro-
gram, Jen Lewis, is a music major
with her senior recital coming up
on Feb. 8. For this recital she will
perform "Sonata in A minor." Af-
ter college she intends to pursue a
master's in music and teach el-
ementary school children fora time.
Jen points out that, "opportunities
to hear classmates perform are rare
and should be taken advantage of."
Maria FiOrelli will be closing
the concert on the piano. "It' s some-
thing that I enjoy doing," said
Fiorelli, "so I'd like to keep doing
it in that capacity."
Sarah Reder
display in the Olin An Gallery until Feb. 26
"These goddesses are part of
that winter format. They are defi-
nitely not happy," said Gunderson
in regard to their somewhat dis-
tressed facial expressions. The
companion goddesses to those of
winter are the Spark goddesses,
who ride the kick sleds (spark
means kick in Norwegian) so com-
mon in Norway.
Unlike the winter goddesses,
the spark goddesses are harbingers
of spring and the return of light.
"I see these two Spark god-
desses as riding off into the horizon,
going off to recycle themselves to
be protectors for the next winter,"
said Gunderson, who found the
graceful form of the sleds im-
mensely pleasing.
As a continuation of his past
interests, Gunderson included a few
of his "critters," his fantastic ani
Sanh Reder
Barry Gunderson's "Goddess of Winter Darkness.'
Filing by PHONE is for YOU if...
You received the special
from home, 7 days a week,
24 hours a day ;
If you CANNOT TeleFile,.. .OTHER e-f- 7e OPTIONS ARE:
IRS
mal-lik- e forms. "I've been doing
critters for a long, long time," said
Gunderson, who nevertheless
found new inspiration. Investigat-
ing the rock carvings found along
the sea's edge, Gunderson found
2,000- - to 6,000-year-ol- d reindeer
which led to his own reindeer cre-
ations, one of which is included in
the show.
Gunderson said, "We found
books, ancient maps with demons
out on the horizons, because of
course they didn' t know what was
out there, and they were an influ-
ence also."
Although the show's themes
of isolation, loneliness and oppres-
sive darkness may sound bleak,
Gunderson has managed to find
the lighter side of these character-
istics, as the title of the show
promises.
"I use humor a lot," he said.
'There is a lighter side to being far
from home and the winter condi-
tions resulting from being that far
north."
Back in the studio at Kenyon
College, where he has taught since
1974, Gunderson has faced some
challenges in beginning work
again. "It's been very difficult for
me to get back in the studio. I need
to make mistakes, but what I'm
exploring is still figurative. The
spirit of what was happening in
Norway stopped when I left; it's
still with me, but the incentive to
work as I did, it's not there," he
said.
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of Ohio
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'Beckett's most intimate character study' staged
BY SARAH HART
StaffWriter
"There' s a little Krapp in all of
us," says Dan Rshbach '98 in ref-
erence to his senior thesis
production of Krapp's Last Tape
by Samuel Beckett. Rshbach per-
forms this 35 minute one-ma- n show
Friday and Saturday nights at 8 in
the Hill Theatre.
Rshbach portrays Krapp, an
old man who, each year on his
birthday, records a diary on tape of
what he's done in the past year.
This year, however, is different in
that Krapp knows he' s about to die
and chooses to listen to a past tape
as well as record a new one.
"There's something different
about this night," says directorBen
Viccellio '98, "Something Krapp
knows, something he's afraid of."
"This is a challenging role for
me," says Rshbach, "unlike any
other role I've played." He says
one of the hardest challenges has
been the absence of fellow actors
on stage to elicit reactions.
The recording of himself is
Simon's newest misses mark
BY WILL HICKMAN
Music Critic
Paul S imon' s admirers have
been waiting nearly eight years
for the studio follow-u- p to The
Rhythm of the Saints, a brilliant,
deeply rewarding synthesis of
Brazilian and West African styles
which surpassed even Graceland
in its thematic depth and musical
assurance. The album he has cho-
sen to give them, Songs from the
Capeman, isn't exactly what they
had in mind.
In fact, Capeman isn't even
a true album in the traditional
sense, but rather a sampling of
numbers from Simon's much
delayed musical entitled The
Capeman. The songs, as amatter
of theatrical necessity, occupy
themselves largely with devel-
oping the narrative. However,
removed from the dramatic con-
text, the resulting lyrical
patchwork doesn't make a great
deal of sense.
The plot concerns the true
story of Salvador Agron, also
know as the Capeman. A mem-
ber of one ofNew York's Puerto
Rican street gangs, at the age of
16 he brutally murdered two in-
nocent bystanders while wearing
a cape. This 1959 incident was
well-publicize- d. Showing no re-
morse for his actions, he became
the youngest person ever sent to
the electric chair. The governor,
under pressure from social re-
formers, granted a reprieve.
Eventually, he underwent a stun-
ning rehabilitation, became apoet
and was paroled 20 years later.
Simon includes all this in
What: Krapp 's Last Tape
When: Friday and
Saturday, 8 p.m.
Where: Hill Theater
the only other character, but the
Krapp recorded on tape is a very
different person than the one lis-
tening. This cassette-as-charact- er
has the power to evoke anger,
laughter and dejection as the old
Krapp realizes his life has been
thrown away.
While this may seem a de-
pressing theme, Rshbach says the
show provides many comedic ele-
ments as well. "The image of this
really old guy, with significant
bowel problems, who is quite the
drunk, sitting in front of a tape
recorder while pathetic is also
humorous."
"The play is about extremes,"
says Viccellio. "We have to get
those extreme across through light-
ing, sound and costumes." This
battle between extremes illustrates
j i
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the album' s liner notes. While quite
fascinating, the natural drama
doesn' t appear tohave all that much
to do with the narrative Simon
weaves in the album's 13 tracks.
Indeed, while Songs from the
Capeman possesses extraordinary
beauty in many places, that beauty
often seems perverse, giving the
material a sunniness unbecoming
of its somber content.
The album, instead ofactually
addressing the case of Salvador
Agron, winds up generically evok-
ing the era in which he lived in the
manner ofmuch ofSimon'searlier
exercises in 1950s nostalgia, such
as "Late Night in the Evening"
from the 1980 soundtrack to One- -
4
Trick Pony and "Rene and
Georgette Magritte with their Dog
After the War" from 1983's tragi-
cally underrated Hearts andBones.
the conflict in Krapp' s soul.
In typical Beckett fashion, the
play derives much of its humor
from word play. However, it is
also Beckett's most intimate char-
acter study and is often said to be
autobiographical.
"People should come
unintimidated," says Viccellio.
"Beckett's just another writer. All
he's doing is just telling a story."
Rshbach and Viccellio agree
that the fun and excitement of this
production lies in its open-ende- d
nature. "It's a wonderful play that
gives us a lot of freedom," says
Rshbach.
Adds Viccellio, "Anyone can
get any story with Beckett. Our
puzzle is to find out what that story
is."
While the two obviously hope
the audience will understand the
story they are trying to tell, each
audience member will ultimately
take away their own story.
Tickets are on sale for $1 at
the box office in Bolton Theatre.
The box office is open afternoons
from 1 to 5 this week.
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Each of these tracks succeeds on
a purely musical level, and many
relate to the plot so tangentially
that enjoying them individually,
on their own terms, doesn't take
a great deal of effort.
But I can't help feeling that
Simon was striving for something
larger, more profound, more uni-
versally affecting with this song
cycle but couldn't make it gel.
Only on the first track, the brealh-taking- ly
bittersweet doo-wo- p
overture "Adios I Iermanos," does
his project work in the way it was
meant to. Only then, for less than
five minutes, does the Salvador
Agron he wanted us to know, the
dignified, haunted, resigned and
innocent child, come through.
Grade: B
3
--
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Dan Fishbach portrays Krapp in this one
BY JAMES SHERIDAN
Film Critic
Hope and Glory
Friday 8 p.m.
Higley Auditorium
Hope and Glory is a wonder-
ful semi-autobiographi- cal tale from
director John Boorman (Deliver-
ance) of what it was like to grow
up in London during the blitz at-
tacks of the World War II.
Newcomer Sebastian Rice
Edwards stars as precocious nine-year-o- ld
Bill who filters in these
cataclysmic events in unique and
extraordinary ways. His father has
been siphoned off to the war effort,
his sister falls madly in love with a
visiting Canadian soldier, and his
mother (Sarah Miles) struggles to
keep her family together amidst
the turbulence. Through Bill's re-
lationship with his grandfather (a
fantastic Ian Brennan), he learns to
accept the war by collecting pieces
ofshrapnel and exploring bombed-ou- t
buildings. The scene where the
school children with gas masks
continue reciting their multiplica-
tion tables inside an air raid bunker
is priceless, and the final scene
will not disappoint either. Hope
and Glory was nominated for five
Academy Awards including Best
Picture.
Euro pa, Europa
Saturday 8 p.m.
Higley Auditorium
Rounding out KFS's tribute
to World War II, the 1991 film
Europa, Europa stands as a sig-
nificant cinematic achievement. It
follows Soloman Perrel, a young
Jewish boy, as be moves through
the mass of chaos that is Europe
JODY'S
109 S. MAIN
MOUNT VERNON
397-957- 3
-man show. Megan Buhr
during World War U. After fleeing
to Russia following the fall of Po-
land, Soloman finds that he has to
turn communist Then, during the
Nazi invasion of Russia, he poses
as a German and mistakenly be-
comes a Nazi war hero. This leads
to a position in the Hitler Youth
Academy in Berlin where Soloman
is hailed as "The Model Aryan,"
The film is told with frenetic en-
ergy and grand scale as this boy
deals with his own loss of identity.
These unstable years caused much
harm, as Soloman shows. In Ger-
man and Russian with English
subtitles.
The Pillow Book
Wednesday 10 pjn.
Higley Auditorium
Peter Greenaway (The Cook,
The Thief, His Wife, andHer Lover)
wrote and directed this fascinating
film which looks at an erotic juxta-
position of words and images
transferred onto flesh. Vivian Wu
(The Joy Luck Club) stars as
Nagiko, a fashion model in Hong
Kong who, because ofexperiences
rooted deep in her past, desires to
find a combination of the perfect
calligrapher and the perfect lover.
She is obsessed with words and the
idea ofmaking one' s body a text of
eroticism. Her relationship with
Jerome, a bisexual translator,
played by Ewan McGregor
(Trainspotting) links her to the pil-
low book, a sensual 10th century
journal kept by a Japanese aristo-
crat. Greenaway' s constant
layering of images, fragments of
text, and explicit use of color com-
bine to make this a most unlikely
cinematic achievement. He ex-
plores and attempts to stretch the
limits of the medium of film.
MONDAY thru SATURDAY
6 a.m. to 3 p.m.
SUNDAY 8 a.m. to 3 a.m.
$3 DELIVERY CHARGE TO
KENYON
MONDAY thru FRIDAY
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
SATURDAY BREAKFAST BUFFET
7 a.m. to 2 p.m.
SUNDAY BREAKFAST BUFFET
8 a.m. to 2 p.m.
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION
Discover, American Express, Mastercard, and Visa accepted
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Off the hill: so many movies, so little time
Cameron's 'Titanic' effort pays off, Spielberg's 'Amistad'
fails to, Tarantino's 'Jackie Brown' another clever success
Titanic
Rated: PG-1- 3
Running Time: 197 minutes
Principals: Leonardo DiCaprio, Kate
Winslet, Billy Zane, Kathy Bates, '
Bill Paxton, Gloria Stuart f
DirectorScreenplay: James Cameron
BY JAMES SHERIDAN
Film Critic
In his previous hit films Aliens, Termi-
nator md True Lies, director James Cameron
showed audiences a futuristic cyborg assas-
sin, a space colony overrun with slimy aliens
and the nuclear detonation of one of the
FloridaKeys. However, the image for which
he will be remembered at the Academy
Awards in March will be the ship Titanic
with its colossal decks and sweeping opu-
lence as it glances off an iceberg and turns
perpendicular in the North Atlantic.
A stunning visual achivement and per-
haps the greatest integration of computer
generated effects into a film ever, Titanic
the movie was itself almost a disaster. Bank-
rupting two special effects studios and
costing over $200 million (step aside,
Waterworld), Cameron demanded the film s
release date be pushed back from July 4 to
December. Clearly, those extra months of
editing and fine tuning have paid off.
At the core is a love story between the
engaged first class passenger Rose DeWitt
B ukater (a wonderful Kate Winslet) and the
Wisconsin free-spir- it Jack Dawson
(Leonardo DiCaprio) of steerage. Rose's
impending marriage to millionaire Cal (Billy
Zane) awaits her arrival in America.
Through a confluence of events, Jack
saves her from suicide and helps her to
realize that she can change the course of
events in her life.
While this romance over class lines is at
the film's center, Cameron's framing device
provides a hauntingly appropriate perspect-
ive on the events.
Bill Paxton stars as a contemporary
salvage diver searching for a 56 carat dia-
mond believed to have gone down with the
ship on April 15, 1912. This character was
loosely modeled after the oceanographer
Robert Ballard, who lectured at Kenyon last
semester on his discoveries of the Titanic,
the Bismark and early Roman wrecks. A
102-year-o- ld Rose (Gloria Stuart) sees a
drawing of herself unearthed from the ship
on television and flies out to tell him her
story.
Combining her narration with acutal
camera footage from inside the Titanic,
Cameron never lets the audience forget that
he's telling a ghost story. In a most unnervi-
ng effect, he dissolves scenes from the
wreck in 1997 to scenes of the exact same
rooms in 1912.
The ship, built about 90 percent to scale,
sinks in the final half of the film and it is
much to Cameron's credit that he refused to
use an intermission in his 3-h- our and 15-minutee- pic.
'
Through a relentless and elegaic James
Horner score and constant cutting from
multiple characters, the initial confusion
builds quickly to the stark realization that
there are not enough lifeboats. The sick truth
is that third class passengers were locked in
the lower floors as the rich received priority
seating on lifeboats, sometimes filling a 70-capac- ity
boat with 12.
Although Cameron's screenplay is at
times incredibly embarassingly written,
Titanic' s heart is in the right place. DiCaprio
and Winslet have great chemistry and their
performances improve as the film progresses.
...
" In his other fi'ms, Cameron has always
allowed his audience to be thrilled by
voyeuristically observing meaningless
deaths and self-indulge- nt carnage. Not here.
Titanic is graphic and merciless but it also
has a conscience. '
.
:,
The ship's sinking is not thrilling. See-
ing parents and children being ripped apart
is horribly painful to watch. In fact, the
sinking is one of the most awful scenes ever
committed to film, deserving comparison to
Spielberg's Schindler's List.
When the "Unsinkable Molly Brown"
(Kathy Bates) tries to rally her nearly empty
lifeboat to return for the survivors, the ex-
pectation is for her to punch the captain out,
a la Ellen Ripley, and row back to save the
drowning people. However, she stands down.
Cameron condemns these people
strongly and denies any kind of Hollywood
gloss on this tragedy. Like Schindler's List,
Titanic uses a moving final sequence which
perfectly ends the film.
Also like that film, Titanic will win
numerous awards. I have no doubt it will
take Best Picture, Director, Sound, Editing,
Score, Original Song, and Visual Effects
Oscars. When we look back on it, Titanic
will probably be viewed as the high visual
technical cinematic achievement of the 90s.
This film is an emotional juggernaut.
I rarely become affected at films and it
says something if on a second viewing, after
I knew exactly what was going to happen, I
still found myself teary-eye- d at the end.
Who would have guessed that a nihilist like
James Cameron could have done that to me
and the rest of the country?
Grade: A
Amistad
Rated: R
Running Time: 145 minutes
Principals: Djimon Hounsou, Matthew
McConaughey, Anthony Hopkins,
Morgan Freeman, Nigel Hawthorne
Director Steven Spielberg
Screenplay: David Franzoni
BY BRAD GOODSON
Film Critic
Steven Spielberg has become a name
synonymous with great movie-makin- g and
directing.proven by such science fiction and
action greats as E. T. and Raiders of the Lost
Ark. Yet classics like Schindler's List and
The Color Purple have shown that Spielberg
is a master at making good dramas as well.
Amistad is a historical drama based on
the events which took place on the Spanish
ship Amistad in 1839. The film begins on
the Amistad as it is in transit from a Havana
slave market. Cinque (Djimon Hounsou), a
particularly brave captive, breaks free from
his shackles and releases his fellows. Once
free they fight and kill most of the ship's
crew.
Cinque and the others spare the lives of
the men who had bought them in Cuba.
Though the former captives and the Span-
iards cannot understand each other, the
Spaniards understand that the mutineers
expect to return to Africa. They convince
Cinque and the others that they are guiding
the ship back to Africa when in reality the
ship is headed for the United States. Before
the Africans are aware of their situation,-the- y
find themselves in an American
coutroom.
The rest of the film is spent resolving ,
the following issue in American courts Are
these people who rebelled while aboard the
Amistad slaves and therefore property with
no human rights? Or are they free men and
women who had every right to rebel because
of wrongful imprisonment?
Spielberg's direction in this film is, not
surprisingly, quite effective. The opening
scene of the rebellion during a heavy thun-
derstorm is particularly powerful because of
Spielberg's use of close-u-p shots of Cinque
and his fellow captives as they kill their
captors, brilliantly capturing the grisly event
The acting in Amistad is not uniform.
Matthew McConaughey 's (A Time to Kill,
Contact) performance as the Africans' de-
fense attorney is not bad, yet not wholly
convincing. Nigel Hawthorne' s portrayal of
Martin Van B uren as an incapable politician
seems historically inaccurate for someone
nicknamed "The Little Magician." Morgan
Freeman's (Kiss the Girls, Seven) formi-
dable acting talents are wasted in a
superfluous role which has no apparent pur-
pose.
On the positive side, however, perfor-
mances by Djimon Hounson as the
larger-than-li- fe Cinque and Anthony
Hopkins as the brilliant John Quincy Adams
merit Oscar consideration.
If Spielberg is truly incapable of mak-
ing a bad movie, Amistad is not one of his
better films. Whereas other recent movies of
unusual length like Jackie Brown and Ti-
tanic use their excess screentime wisely,
Amistacfs length is burdensome.
Too much of the film is spent focusing
on legal issues instead of focusing on some-
thing more important and more interesting:
the lives of the wrongly-detaine- d Africans.
Amistad is an interesting historical
drama which is certainly worth watching;
however, this film falls far short of
Spielberg' s magnum opus, Schindler 's List.
Grade: B
Jackie Brown
Rated: R
Running Time: 155 minutes
Principals: Pam Grier, Samuel L. -
Jackson, Robert DeNiro, Robert
Forster, Bridget Fonda
DirectorScreenplay: Quentin Tarantino
Based on Rum Punch by Elmore Leonard
BY BRAD GOODSON
Film Critic
Over three years have passed since Pulp
Fiction won Quentin Tarantino critical and
popular acclaim. Even though 1 996' s From
Dusk Till Dawn was largely disappointing,
critics and casual moviegoers alike have
been waiting fervently for the director's
next film. With the release of Jackie Brown,
the wait is finally over.
Does Tarantino rehash successful
themes and styles and give us a pseudo-sequ- el
to Pulp Fiction? Or does the director
take us down a new road, one with original
characters and witty dialogue? For the most
part, the answer to both questions is, yes. ;;
- Jackie Brown, a movie based on the
book Rum Punch by Elmore Leonard, be-
gins with a brilliant piece of direction that
piques viewers' interest from the get go. The
i film opens with a several minute close-u-p of
Ms. Brown (played wonderfully by Pam
Grier), a stewardess for a budget airline. As
the opening credits roll, (before the first
word of dialogue is spoken), viewers learn
through their examination of Jackie that she
is a strong but tired woman who has gotten
a raw deal in life.
Once the movie gets going, the engag-
ing Jackie gets caught up in a sticky situation.
She's accosted by a federal agent (Michael
Keaton Batman, Beatlejuice) and a local
police officer (Michael Bowen) who sus-
pect that she has been smuggling large
amounts of cash from Mexico to the United
States and want to know why.
Jackie plays it cool, though. She doesn't
reveal anything and gets thrown in jail,
where she is promptly bailed out by Ordell
(Samuel L. Jackson Pulp Fiction, A Time
to Kill), for whom she was smuggling the
money.
Ordell considers killing Jackie for fear
that she told the authorities of his scheme.
But Jackie is too smart before Ordell has a
chance, she uses a gun which she "bor-
rowed" from Max Cherry (Robert Forster),
her friendly bondsman, to let Ordell know
that she's not to be messed with.
Once the two come to an agreement that
they're still friends at least on some minor
level, Ordell sets his mind to figuring out a
way to get the rest of his money ($500,000)
across the border.
Viewers spend the rest of the movie
following Jackie as she plays both Ordell
and the authorities. She cleverly tells each
party what they want to hear without giving
away too much information. A double-cros- s
of some sort is inevitable in a Tarantino
movie, but who's double-crossin- g whom?
That the resolution of Jackie Brown is
rather predictable does not make it a bad
movie. As he did with Pulp Fiction,
Tarantino once again shows scenes in non-chronologi- cal
order, providing information
on a need-to-kno- w basis. Aspects like
Tarantino's increased emphasis on charac-
ter development make it better than Pulp
Fiction in some ways.
Ultimately, Tarantino's hilarious script
and brilliant casting are the highlights of this
film. Performances by Bridget Fonda, Jack-
son and Grier are especially memorable.
(To Tarantino' s credit, he elected not to cast
himself in a small role this time. It is quite
. evident bom Pulp Fiction and From Dusk
Till Dawn that Tarantino cannot act.)
While not as awe-inspiri- ng as Pulp Fic-
tion, Jackie Brown is a strong film that
makes it clear that Quentin Tarantino is one
of the more talented directors around. ;
Grade: A- -
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GREEN BAY, Wis. (AP) The Green Bay
Packers' game plan for Super Bowl XXXII
is almost in place.
"We'll do what we normally do," Pack-
ers coach Mike Holmgren said of his ap-
proach. "We have another week of practice."
Quarterback Brett Favre threw the ball
well in practice inside the Don Hutson Cen-
ter, where the Packers practiced before head-
ing to San Diego. He whistled one pass to
wide receiver Derrick Mayes that drew au-
dible gasps from teammates.
"I'll tell you what; the last six weeks in
practice, he has really thrown the ball very
crisply and very well," Holmgren said.
"That's not an unusual thing. He's practiced
very well, really well, down the stretch."
During a red-zo- ne drill, wide receiver
Ronnie Anderson, working on the scout
team that imitated the Denver Broncos of-
fense, made a nice catch of a touchdown
.
pass, then exchanged a 'Mile High Salute"
with running back Chris Darkins.
Comerback Tyrone Williams was held
out of team drills with a stiff back that
Holmgren said was caused by practicing on
artificial turf.
.
Williams was replaced by Mark
Collins, who was signed in November as
an insurance policy for the defensive
backfleld.
Right defensive end Gabe Wilkins
(knee) also was held out of practice before
the team went to San Diego.
For the second straight day, rookie de-
fensive back Darren Sharper limped off the
field toward the end of practice after appar-
ently aggravating a turf toe.
"That's the toe thing and it's been go-
ing on for a number of weeks," Holmgren
said. "It's just sore. It gets exaggerated when
we're in here (on artificial turf)."
Guard Aaron Tay lor (shoulder), who sat out
the previous two days, returned to practice.
"He's testing it a little bit," Holmgren
said. "He'll practice probably more next
week."
Holmgren said he was satisfied with
what the team has accomplished in practice
last week.
"I thought we had a very good week,"
he said. "But other than the first day when
we were grinding through some new stuff
and they were a little bit tired I thought, the
last two days have been excellent and they
practiced very well."
"The intensity level has been very, very
good. We've given them a lot of stuff, so
we'll make the corrections and use next
week to polish things up."
hip:mmktnYonupubscoh
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SUPER BOWL XXXII
Denver Broncos vs. Green Bay Packers
Sunday, January 25 6:00 p.m. kickoff
Channels 4 and 9 (NBC)
Coach Shanahan takes
the relaxed approach
DENVER (AP) It's that time of year
when coaches tend to get paranoid, stem-face- d
and tight-jawe- d.
If Denver Broncos coach Mike
Shanahan is feeling any Super Bowl pres-
sure, however, he's not showing it
Asked if a victory would take the mon-
key off the Broncos' back, Shanahan said,
"We haven't won a Super Bowl and we've
been there four times. It's a little bit bigger
than a monkey right now. I won't say it's a
gorilla, but it's pretty dam close."
Shanahan also said bis son Kyle, a high
school senior who has been assisting his
father on the sideline by keeping the wires
to his headset from tangling, was becoming
a problem. The younger Shanahan missed
last year's playoff game against Jackson-
ville a loss but has been on the sideline
for all three playoff wins this year.
"He's my lucky charm," Shanahan said.
"But he's trying to demand a (hotel) suite
right now (in San Diego) or else he's not
showing up. He's got a little leverage on me.
I'm not sure what I'm going to do.
"He told me, 'I'm getting so much at-
tention at school (Cherry Creek), they're
starting to hate me.' I said, 'Get used to it.'"
After their third practice of the week to-
day, the Broncos will depart Sunday for San
Diego. Shanahan said Monday will be a free
day for the players, with practices, media in-
terviews and curfews starting on Tuesday.
He's taking a healthy team to San Diego.
"Any time you play 25 games and you
play with the intensity we've had, there are
always going to be some bumps and
bruises," he said. "I think everybody is beat
up. But when you look at this opportunity, I
think they forget about all the bumps and
bruises very quickly. I think we're as healthy
as we've been all year."
Holmgren adds final
touches to game plan
A.
v
Cheesehead products reach extreme
MILWAUKEE (AP) The founders of
Foamation Inc. readily admit they are pur-
veyors of cheesy products.
There's the cheesehead hat, those
wedges Green Bay Packers fans wear.
There's neckties of the same spongy, yel-
low foam. And now, there's even a
cheesehead toilet seat and cheesehead toi-
let paper.
"I don't care if you don't like the
Packers and you hate cheese. Everybody
could use cheesehead toilet paper," said
Chris Becker, spokesman for Foamation
Inc. of Milwaukee, which produces the
cheeseheads, the toilet seats and dozens
of other cheesy items.
The product list includes cheesehead
footballs, checkerboards and beer, minia-
ture cheeseheads for Beanie Babies and
Barbie and Ken; and the yellow toilet pa-
per with darker smudges to simulate Swiss-chee- se
holes.
Other bath products the company mar-
kets include cheesehead soap on a rope and
cheesehead fragrance.
"The natural question is, what does it
smell like, limburger?" said Bob Fruchter,
who created both products.
Packers paraphernalia goes far beyond
the cheesehead line. NFL Properties, the
league's licensing and marketing arm, has
authorized about 1,000 different Packer
products, including computer mouse pads
and crock pots, said spokesman Brian
McCarthy.
The NFL declined to put toilet paper
on the official list, McCarthy said. That's
maybe going a little too far," he said.
'Barrelman' gets free ticket
DENVER (AP) The Barrelman," the
guy who has led cheers for the Denver
Broncos the past three decades, has his free
ticket to Super Bowl XXXII between the
Broncos and Green Bay Packers.
But Tun McKeraan's sidekick, Rocky
the Lucky Leprechaun, is still looking.
"It's fantastic," said McKeman. "You
don' t know how much I appreciate it."
"I le has brought a smile to everybody's
face for 30 years. That's worth a ticket," said
Linda Sease, Rocky Mountain News vice
president for marketing and public relations,
after the newspaper presented McKeman
with his ticket last Wednesday.
The Barrelman's pal. Rocky
(Broughham) the Lucky Leprechaun, is
still searching for his pot of gold. The pair
purchased a classified ads looking for help
with tickets to the Super BowL
"It's not easy being a leprechaun,"
Broughham said.
Rodeo to face competition
DENVER (AP) Officials of the Na-
tional Western Stock Show and Rodeo will
have some heavy competition on the final
day of the show this year.
That day also happens to be Super
Bowl Sunday, which pits the Denver Bron-
cos against the Green Bay Packers.
Two years ago, the last day of the
stock show had 42,529 people attending.
But there was no competition with the
Super Bowl. The game coincided with the
last day, but the Denver Broncos weren't
playing.
"We'll be happy if we hit 30,000 or
even 25,000 this year," said Bill Saul,
spokesman for the stock show.
However, he said both the rodeo and
the draft horse show scheduled for that
Sunday are expected to sell out.
"Advance sales have been strong, and
there are enough people around here who
like rodeo but don't like football," Saul
said.
He also pointed out that the rodeo will
be over before the game starts so people can
attend the show then go home and watch
the game. In addition, Saul said nearly ev-
ery booth has a television, and the Event
Center will have a big screen TV.
--
! "For the casual fan, there will be
enough monitors to keep fans posted on
how the game is going," he said.
What They're Saying
"Early in my career, the only thing I ever cared about the only priority that was of
any importance was winning a Super Bowl. As you get older, as you get married and
have a family and start doing different things outside of football, your priorities change.
It's not that this is not a high priority for me. There are other things that are more
important than winning a Super BowL It gets put in a different perspective."
John Elway, Denver QB, 0--3 in Super Bowls
Get the same news, sports, features and arts coverage on.
the Internet at the Collegian website. Available anytime,
from anywhere.
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,998: Look out
A glimpse ahead at what promises to be a strange year
BY BOB DOLGAN
Staff Columnist to
With each year that passes,
the sports world gets increas
ingly weirder. Last year was no
exception. With no further ado.
I present to you the 1998 sports
forecast, a month-by-mon- th look
at the year ahead and the oddi
ties you can expect to see.
JANUARY: In an attempt
to give the AFC a chance in the
S uper Bowl, the NFL orders the
Packers and Broncos to play
with their rosters of 10 years ago.
Denver, donning their Orange
Crush uniforms, dominates the
Pack NFC-styl- e, 34-- 7. Broncos
running back Sammy Winder
scores two touchdowns and
MVP John Elway hits Vance
Johnson for two more scores.
Karl Mecklenburg and Dennis
Smith each get a pick in the vic
tory. Green Bay only manages a
Don Majkowski-to-Bren- t
Fullwood TD pass in the fourth.
FEBRUARY: The Winter
Olympics begin in Nagano, Ja-
pan, on February 7. Most of the
opening ceremony is devoted to
a celebration of the departure of
CBS talking head Pat O'Brien
from the Games' broadcasts.
Along with his Access Hol-
lywood duties, O'Brien turns up
on the Fox network, hosting
"Great Car Crashes VET, in an
attempt to take ratings away
frnm the onenins ceremonies
MARCH: "It s awesome
baby, with a capital 'A'," read
headlines around the country, as
college basketball analyst Dick
Vital announces his retirement
While hyping the NCAA tour
nament, Vitale passes out, and it
is discovered that he nearly burst
a blood vessel in his bead from
ten minutes of intense yelling
and gesticulating.
APRIL: The Philadelphia
76ers suspend Allen Iversoo for
I a game after he falls asleep in his
locker before practice. Suspicions
arose when Iverson's entourage
I prior to practice included Robert
Parish, Isaiah Rider, Bam Morns,
Steve Howe, and Michael Irvin.
He justkepton babbling all these
theories about the cosmos. Then
he curled into a ball on the floor
rxl fell asleep," says coach Larry
Brown.
MAY: The NBA institutes a
new "eye-for-an-ey- e" discipline
policy, in which transgressors race
retribution from an NBA admini-
strator in the same manner as the
player's action. Commissioner
David Stern kicks off the pro
gram by gripping Latreii
Sprewell's neck like it was PJ
Carlesimo's. In an unrelated
move, Stern announces that
former broadcaster Marv Albert
will be new discipline chief .
JUNE: In a shocking an
nouncement, Baltimore Ravens
owner Art Modell moves his team
the greater Knox County area af-
ter being offered a sweetheart deal
by the city of Mount Vernon. Asked
why be bolted, Modell repeated his
1995 Cleveland credo, "I had no
choice. It was the duty of the city
of Baltimore to find me some de-
cent players. I've done more for the
city of Baltimore than anyone."
Translated from Modell-spea- k:
"Money.! Heh, heh, heh."
JULY: The San Francisco
49ers surprise the sports world by
announcing their intention to move
to Memphis to cut travel costs.
"With Carolina, St. Louis, Atlanta,
and New Orleans the other mem-
bers of the NFC "West," airfares
had become too expensive, says
Miners' president Carmen Policy
The Niners will play their home
games in Knoxville until 1999,
when the Tennessee Oilers leave
Memphis for Nashville.
AUGUST: "Boom!" NFL
broadcaster John Madden an
nounces his retirement, enabling
viewers to discontinue using the
Mute buttons on their remote con
trols during Fox NFL broadcasts.
Madden decides to fully devote his
time to promoting hardware stores,
video games, athletes' foot powders
or anything else that comes his way.
SEPTEMBER: Using Labor
Day as an excuse, baseball players
begin another strike, demanding
that small-marke- t, low-budg- et
franchises like Pittsburgh, Minne
sota, Montreal, and Kansas City be
fprdW put of baseball. "No team
should have their payroll equal my
annual salary; mine should be mil
lions higher than these chumps,"
says personable White Sox out
fielder Albert Belle, who leads the
union's charge.
OCTOBER: The strike is
postponed until season's end, since
Kansas City and Pittsburgh are still
in the pennant race. Baseball offi-
cials are dumbfounded when the
Royals and Pirates make the World
Series. In the TV ratings. Game 7
is crushed by Pat O'Brien's
"Great Car Crashes LX" on Fox.
NOVEMBER: In a reversal
of the NBA's fashion policies of
1997, the league punishes Jazz
guard John Stockton for wearing
obscenely short shorts in a game
Disciplinarian Marv Albert forces
Stockton into his office and then
Trances around in a leather g-str- ing
for most of an afternoon. A shell--
shocked Stockton announces his
retirement two days later.
DECEMBER: Corporate
sponsorship in the four major pro-
fessional sports becomes so outra-
geous that the leagues begin selling
their names to companies. The new
Nike Basketball Association even
allows Dlavers to change their names
to corporate sponsors in order to
Generate cash. Bulls guard Nuce Jor
dan leads the effort, along with
Microsoft Payton, Pepsi O'Neal,
and Poulan WeedEater Ewing.
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Swim teams prevail vs. Oakland
BYJAMES D. RAY
Senior Staff Writer
Friday marked the event of
emotional onslaught paired with
studied skill, as the Kenyon Col-
lege Ladies and Lords swimming
forces yoked the strength of eight
years ofdefeat to NCAA Division
I Oakland University. The Ladies
toppled the defender 135-10- 8, the
Lords, 138-10- 1.
Hardly overshadowed by the
shattering of this Oakland legacy
is an Ernst Center pool record, set
by the Ladies' first-placin- g 400
yard medley relay team.
The Ladies' first place fin-
ishes were garnered by Amelia
Armstrong '99 in both the 1000
and 500 yard freestyles, Marisha
Stawiski 99 in the 50 yard
freestyle, Anna Drejer '98 in the
200 yard individual medley, and
Laura Baker '99 in the 200 yard
breaststroke.
Exhibition first-place- rs were
Christina Cowan '01 in the 100
yard freestyle, Erin Detwiler '99
in the 100 yard breaststroke and
Jocelyn Gabrynowicz '01 in the
100 yard butterfly. Rebecca
White '00 and Dawn Fiorelli '00
placed first in the 1 --meter and 3-m- eter
diving events, respectively.
The culmination of the meet
was the 400 yard freestyle relay,
when the Lords' first-placin- g
team finished a full seven seconds
ahead of the first Oakland team.
The Lords' first place fin-
ishes were captured by Torsten
Seifert '98 in the 1000 yard
freestyle, Darrick Bollinger '00 in
the 200 yard freestyle, Lloyd
Barou 'Ql in. the 5Q yard fieestyle,
Nathan Gardner '98 in the 200
yard individual medley, Robin
Blume-Koho- ut '98 in the 200
yard butterfly, Ken Heis '98 in the
100 yard freestyle and Tom
Rushton "01 in the 200 yard back-
stroke.
In addition to being the re-
sult of trained endurance,
Seifert's first-plac- e finish of
9:59.65 in the 1000 yard freestyle
was a result of critical evaluation.
"I tried to see what the opposi-
tion was doing first, " he said.
Seifert bade his time until 20
laps into the heat. "Then I started
my own race, and only started
pulling away at the halfway
mark," he said.
Jess Book '01 placed second
with a time of 10:01.30, is new
to the 1000.
Brian Kirkvold '99, placing
fourth at 10:08.20, commented on
Oakland's team caliber. "Oakland
was not quite as strong as they
have been in the past, especially
in the distance events," he said.
Referring to the Lords' secon-
d-place finish in the 400 yard
medley relay, he said, "After los-
ing the first relay, we knew that
the 1000 would be even more im-
portant in determining the out-
come for the meet... The win
marked a turning point in the
meet which set us up to dominate
in the events to follow."
The Ladies had momentum
from the beginning, winning their
first relay (400 yard medley) in
4:00.10. The finish by Michelle
Engelsman '01, Rachel Schiming
'98, Erica Carroll '01 and Stawiski
garnered the pool record and beat
Oakland by 3.5 tenths of a second.
"It was my second fastest
unshaved time this year. . . so I was
excited about that," Engelsman re-
called. "I knew the girl from Oak-
land was next to me the whole way,
so I was pushing it really hard to
keep with her and try to get ahead."
Stawiski's remembers her
strategy as being simpler. The 400
medley against Oakland was a good
race," she said. "We did what we
had to do in order to win. I didn't
have a very smooth swim, but I ac-
complished what I wanted to ac-
complish."
Armstrong's accomplishments
include the 1000 and 500 yard
freestyles. In the 1000 she finished
in 10:32.62, 23 seconds ahead of
Oakland, and in the 500, 11 seconds
ahead.
"The 1000 is an event that
The Tuck Business Bridge Program- -
June 22-J- uly 17, 1998
August 3-- 28, 1998
Are you a Kenyon senior starting on a business careerafter graduation? Are you a junior contemplating
such a track? Or perhaps you're not sure....
After a successful inaugural year, the Amos Tuck School of
Business Administration at Dartmouth College will open
its campus for the second time to a select group of juniors
and seniors from top liberal arts colleges for a four-wei-k
residential summer program designed and taught by Tuck
MBA faculty and our corporate partners.
The program will introduce Kenyon students to the
excitement of a management career and help them
develop the practical, marketable, analytical business skills
to start on the path to a first-cla- ss business career.
Applications are now available.
The Tuck School at Dartmouth cordially invites you to
attend our information session:
-- Date: Tuesday, January 27, 1998
Time: lllOAAt
Place: OUN AUDITORIUM
Check out our Web
takes planning and pace," she
said. "So, every time we get on
the block, we have to keep in
mind that it is going to take us
around 10 and a half minutes to
complete it and that we must
swim it right."
Bollinger, completing the
second leg of the 400 yard
freestyle relay which finalized the
Lords' triumph (time 3:08.80),
spoke on feats, emotion, and char-
acter. "The 400 yard freestyle re-
lay was the last event to be swum.
For the entire team, the relay was
a culmination of emotions which
for too long have been sup-
pressed," Bollinger said.
"Both Oakland and Kenyon
anticipate this meet, and neither,
is willing to give an inch to the
other, for fear of inviting defeat.
Oakland has had a rough year
with incidents outside of the pool,
but they still showed their char-
acter and swam a hell of a meet.
We have a great bunch of swim-
mers this year, and a meet like this
one makec this fact clear."
-- J
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Ladies hoops tops Wooster, improves to 9-- 5
Kenyon carries three game win streak into Saturday's contest at Allegheny I ..; I"flslf,' ,'"-- P' '
BY BETH ROCHE
StaffVriter
The Kenyon College Ladies'
basketball team has continued to
make an impressive showing dur-
ing the last four weeks of compe-
tition. The Ladies prevailed last
night on the road against Wooster
to improve to 9-- 5 on the year.
Back in December the team
suffered a loss to Bethany College
57-6- 8, but came back to win against
Hiram College in a 76-5- 4 victory.
The team then went on the
road to face North Coast Athletic
Conference teams of Oberlin Col-
lege and the College of Wooster.
The matches of January 2 and 3
ended with close wins for the La-
dies, who defeated Oberlin 64-6- 1
and Wooster 84-8- 2 in overtime.
In the second of the games,
Wooster took control in the first ten
minutes with an 1 1 point lead. The
Ladies stepped up to end the first
half on top by 3 points. Kenyon's
Laurie Douglass '02 tied up the
score with 48 seconds remaining
in regulation. The Ladies went on
to a win with Jada Twedt ' 0 1 scor-
ing the winning two points with
five seconds left in overtime.
Coach Suzanne Helfant noted
the importance of the overtime
game to the team after its last over-
time loss to Montclair State Uni
versity. Helfant said, "The kids had
to have a lot of confidence to come
out on top. This game was getting
over a big hurdle They played with
confidence and came out with a
victory".
Tri-capta- in Stephany
Dunmyer '00 commented, "These
games were key for us. We gained
confidence and they provided us
with experience in close games.
People stepped up and made the
plays when we needed them
most."
After the wins the team expe-
rienced a home loss to conference
rival Wittenberg University, 72-6- 5.
The January 7 game started out
strong for the Ladies, but
Wittenberg attained a lead that
Kenyon was unable to recover.
Karen Schell '99 and Dunmyer led
the team in scoring, 23 and 19 re-
spectively.
Helfant said, "Dunmyer and
Schell are a good combination to
have. They help to create an inside
and outside attack which opens up
the defense."
Kenyon came back the fol-
lowing week to win conference
games against Earlham College
(73-6- 2) and Case Western Reserve
University (60-51- ). The Ladies
ended the first half against
Earlham with a 2 point lead, and
held on to throughout the final half.
High point scorers included Schell,
Dunmyer, Sandy Isaranucheep
'98, and Meghan Dabney '01.
In the CWRU contest, a 20
point burst in the final twenty min-
utes of the game helped Kenyon
to victory.
The team is currently ranked
second in the conference behind
Wittenberg, with a 5-- 1 conference
record, 9-- 5 overall. Dunmyer
stated, "Even though we are a
young team, we feel that we should
be at the top of the NCAC confer-
ence, and have put ourselves in that
position thus far.
"Every game is important to
us, and we feel with hard work and
steady improvement, we will be
right where we want to be at the
end of the season when the tour-
nament rolls around."
Helfant stressed the impor-
tance of discipline and intensity to
the team in its next game, but over-
all noted the success that Kenyon
has been experiencing.
"Our goals this year were to
take baby steps and try and improve
on a daily basis," she said. "Our
progress has been tremendous, a
testament to the type of kids on the
team and their work ethic."
The Ladies will face Allegh-
eny College away this week, and
return to Tomsich Arena on Tues
day, January 27th to play Oberlin
Lords basketball drops
first home game last night
Wooster pulls away in second half to win, 81-5- 2
BY MARK FAUST
StaffWriter
The Kenyon Lords basketball team
dropped its first home contest of the year
last night to Wooster, 81-5- 2.
The Lords were 3-- 0 at home going into
the contest last night, with impressive vic-
tories over Ohio Wesleyan University (4--3
in conference play), a much improved
Oberlin team, and Case Western Reserve
University (CWRU defeated Wittenberg 72-64- ).
The Lords have the third and fourth
leading scorers in the North Coast Athletic
Conference. Center Dave Houston '00 is
third in the NCAC in scoring, averaging 16.4
UPCOMING
HOME GAMES
SWIMMING AND DIVING
Friday, January 23
Ohio Wesleyan University
Case Western Reserve
Ernst Pool, 2 p.m.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Tuesday, January 27
Oberlin College
Tomisch Arena, 7:30 p.m.
LAST NIGHT'S
RESULTS
Wooster 81
Kenyon 52
(from Ernst Arena)
points per game.
Houston pumped in a career high 28
last Friday against Carnegie-Mello- n Univer-
sity. Nevertheless, the Lords were defeated
by three points in Pittsburgh.
Forward Kesh Kesic '00 is fourth in the
NCAC in scoring, averaging 15.7 points per
game. He scored a career high 25 points
against Earlham two weeks ago. These two
give the Lords a formidable inside presence.
The Lords have the NCAC's leading
passer. Point guard Shaka Smart '99 is tops
in the conference in assists, averaging 5.2 a
game.
The Lords also have a solid coaching
staff. Second year head coach Richard
Whitmore, along with his assistants, has de-
veloped a strategy that corresponds with the
make-u- p of the team. In the contest gainst
Case Western Reserve the Lords scored 76
points, 56 of those points on lay-u- ps or shots
from the paint.
The Lords' next game will be this Sat-
urday at Allegheny. Starting time is 3 p.m.
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Mount Vernon New
Karen Schell '99 maneuvers inside against two defenders to get her shot
off. The Ladies prevailed last night on the road against Wooster.
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Kassie Schercr
Dave Houston '00 takes on two Ohio
Wesleyan defenders as he powers to the
hoop. Houston was averaging 16.4 points
per game going into last nights contest. The
Lords lost last night to Wooster at Ernst
Arena, 81-5- 2.
For a glimpse at
Super Bowl XXXII,
see page fourteen.
Thanks to you. all sorts of everyday
products are being made from the
paper, plastic, metal and glass that
you've been recycling
But to keep recycling working to
help protect the environment, you
need to buy those products
DUY RECYCLED.
and save;
So look for and buy products made
from recycled materials And don't for-
get to celebrate America Recycles Day
on November ISth.
It would mean the world to ua For a
free brochure, call 1-eOO-C- ALL-EDFor
visit our web site at www edf .org
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